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Bob Sheldon: Please tell us about your parents and how they influenced you.  You 
mentioned your grandparents; tell us a little bit about how they fit 
into your history. 
 
Cy Staniec: My grandparents, born around 1880, were immigrants from 
traditional Poland (partitioned to Russia and Austria-Hungary at 
that time), arriving in the United States between 1900 and 1910.  In 
tracing my heritage, I found that their social, economic, and health 
environment (i.e. disease) makes clear the reasons for their desire to 
immigrate to the United States.   
 
Bob Sheldon: Can you be a little more specific about their reasons?  Why did they 
want to leave Poland; and what attracted them to the US? 
 
Cy Staniec: Well, the mass migrations to the United States, South America, and 




the notions of freedom and opportunity involved.  But, as I looked 
into family genealogy records, other motivations became clear.  
Except for my paternal grandfather, who worked for the railroad in 
then-Galicia (now southern Poland), the others were fairly poor 
farmers, and had been for generations.  As I looked into births and 
deaths, I saw large numbers in their communities being lost to 
disease and childhood death.  Looking into “Our World in Data” on 
the internet, I found that children dying by their fifth birthday was 
38% worldwide.  Another scholarly article referenced tuberculosis, 
scarlet fever, diphtheria, measles, whooping cough, typhoid, and 
dysentery as issues specific to Poland, while cholera, smallpox, and 
flu were cited as historic epidemics in Galicia in the 1800s.  
 
To read such historical statistics is informative, but to see it in your 
family record is eye-opening.  My maternal great-grandfather lost 
his first child and wife to disease the year after he was married, then 
lost half (it was four or five, but some records are incomplete) of 
his children with his second wife before she died, as well.  In fact, 
my mother recorded that he died when my grandmother was a 
young teen, so she came to America as an orphan, not even 
knowing correctly how old she was (which I later found in church 
records).  My maternal grandmother and several of my great aunts 
were born to her father’s second wife.  My paternal grandfather 
named my father after two of his brothers that died close to their 
birth dates in the late 1880s.   
 
It seems this “great migration” was going on since the 1850s, so 
patterns were definitely established, and Ellis Island records show 
family members planning to join older siblings, uncles, or cousins 
at the same addresses in places like Syracuse, and other cities in 
New York, Pennsylvania, and Maryland.  
 
 My grandparents arrived in the United States between 1900 and 
1910, making my parents first generation Americans.  Raised in 
rural farming environments outside of Syracuse, New York, I 
believe both my mother and father learned the value of hard work, 
which they shared with us children.  As for education, my mother, 
Victoria, was able to graduate from high school, but my father, 
Julian, left high school to enter the work force, which reportedly 
was common in the 1920s and 30s.  Dad was drafted in 1941 and 
served in the Army throughout World War II (WWII).  Since he 
was nearly 30 when drafted, he ultimately served in the Military 
Police in the “zone of the interior” security mission outside of 
Pittsburgh, which is where he learned his life-long profession as a 
communications specialist, and ultimately, an electrician.  From 




love of reading, which is how my father advanced his knowledge 
well beyond what he learned in his limited formal education.   
 
Bob Sheldon: Tell us where you were born and raised. 
 
Cy Staniec: I was born in 1949 and raised on the east side of Syracuse, New 
York.  My older brother, Tom, and I spent a lot of time together in 
our early years, but I matured more slowly, and was rather timid in 
my first four years of school, so he accelerated to older friends, and 
I made friends closer to home.   
 
Bob Sheldon: Where did you go to school – elementary, junior high, and high 
school? 
 
Cy Staniec: We lived in the Eastwood section of Syracuse, and I attended Aria 
S. Huntington elementary school, which actually included 7th and 
8th grade on the second floor.  The school grounds also had a large 
park with an athletic field and pool behind it, so Huntington is 
where I spent a lot of my time growing up, summer, winter, spring, 
and fall.  When I transitioned to ninth grade, I moved to the old 
Eastwood High School, just as the new Anthony A. Henninger 
High School was opening, which was large enough to take feeders 
from other schools in the area.  I was at Eastwood for one year, and 
then became part of the first complete graduating class (9th to 12th) 
at Henninger.  
 
While I was timid in elementary school at first, I did well 
academically, so I began to enjoy learning.  But I really loved 
sports and spent much time playing with neighborhood kids, even 
playing football and basketball in the snow during the long cold 
winters in Syracuse.  By high school, I had gained confidence and 
enough athletic ability to be involved in high school clubs and 
sports, even competing for senior class president.  Another action I 
am pleased with was joining Henninger’s first soccer team as a 
senior.  We did not win a game that year, even losing to one of 
Henninger’s junior high feeder schools that had many Italian-
American kids on it.  But within two years those Italian-American 
kids took our high school to sectional champions, and it was one of 
the best in the state for years to come.  From that, I learned the 
lesson that just getting something started can be rewarding enough, 
and pride can be taken in longer-term accomplishments made by 
others. 
 





Cy Staniec: Well, as you might imagine, I enjoyed gym.  But I did well in math 
and sciences, and I enjoyed English and history, as well.  For some 
reason, though, I took Latin as my foreign language choice, which 
turned out to be a double-edged sword.  On the one hand, I did well 
in the first year, as we learned the structure of the Latin language, 
and I have since found it useful in understanding the structure of 
Romance languages to some extent.  But as I continued in 
subsequent years, which were primarily translation of classics, I 
lacked interest and discipline, and my grades suffered, which 
dragged down my class standing a few notches.  Of course, you 
asked what my favorite courses were, so I will say that my favorite 
might have been a civics elective with Mrs. Julian, but that might 
have been because I had a bit of a crush on her.  
 
Bob Sheldon: How did you select your college? 
 
Cy Staniec: This brings up an interesting discussion point.  As I said, neither of 
my parents made it to college, so I was dependent on the guidance 
of my counselors, which was not a bad thing, but I only knew 
“work” from what my father did as an electrician, and I did not 
really know “professions.”  So, in discussion, I might say that I 
wanted to be a nuclear physicist, but I did not really know what that 
meant.  Fortunately, by that time, my interest in STEM (Science, 
Technology, Engineering, and Math) education was clear, so I 
applied to universities in engineering.  I only applied to three 
schools:  Purdue, Stony Brook in New York State, and Syracuse 
University.  I was accepted by all three.  Of my acceptances, I 
chose to stay home and study chemical engineering at Syracuse 
University.  Fortunately, I earned a New York State Regents 
Scholarship when it was a well-funded program focused on 
encouraging higher education in New York, because I am not sure 
how my parents could have afforded the tuition otherwise.  My first 
year at Syracuse was a little rough, as I learned that my study skills 
were weak and the competition was greater, but I was getting 
passing grades.   
 
Bob Sheldon: How did you find college life? 
 
Cy Staniec: Since I was a “townie” with a car, I blended in with one of the 
freshman dorms fairly well, which helped me get tied into Syracuse 
University student social activities early on. Having turned 18 in 
those days, I was also balancing my coursework with sports and 
hanging out at a local bar.  While joining the Syracuse University 
club soccer team was at least a positive athletic pursuit, the bar was 
consuming a lot of my time as a part-time employee, and a 




suffering in my junior year.  But this was the Vietnam era, and 
campus unrest reached a crescendo in the spring semester, shutting 
down the Syracuse campus long enough that they had to cancel the 
rest of that semester.  So, at a time when my performance was poor 
enough that I might have seen a couple failing grades, I was able to 
negotiate with my professors for a “Pass” in my poorest courses, 
while taking a grade in the  courses where I was doing well.  So, my 
official transcript reflects a solid B- average in the spring of 1970, 
the period of my poorest academic performance.  If anything, that 
demonstrated that I was able to do a little analysis to achieve a 
constructive end in a difficult situation.  (For the record, I actually 
made the Dean’s List in the Fall semester that year.) 
 
 On the positive side, as a sophomore, I had met some international 
students who were playing soccer together on campus, and a couple 
of graduate students were working with the Syracuse University 
athletic department to organize a traveling club.  For the next two 
years, we travelled about, playing New York State schools 
including Colgate, Cornell, Clarkson, LeMoyne, and West Point, 
establishing a credible record.  West Point was memorable because 
we played them in two successive years.  The first year, we played 
their “B” team and lost.  To make matters worse, the on-base Cub 
Scout pack came to the game and razzed us (long-haired) “girls,” 
but the school did provide us plush towels to shower and fed us a 
nice meal before we left.  The next year, we beat their varsity “A” 
team, and they did not even give us towels before they sent us on 
our way home.   
 
But, again, this was the start of something lasting.  Syracuse made 
us a varsity team in my last year, and retroactively awarded us 
varsity status for our beginning years.  However, in a personal 
irony,  I had dropped a course during my earlier years of weak 
performance, putting me one credit behind an athletic competition 
threshold.  I had to leave the team early in my last year (though I 
graduated on time with no adjustment to my course load).  Still, our 
club contributed to the legacy that Syracuse University soccer 
enjoys to this day.  It was not until I was in my 60s, doing some 
historical research, that I realized that Syracuse did have a 
successful soccer history with strong immigrant and international 
participation, until the program faded for some reason in the 1950s.  
We, in a sense, were the “comeback kids” for the Syracuse soccer 
program. 
 





Cy Staniec: Chemistry had been a favorite in high school, so I opted for the 
applied side in chemical engineering.  When we took our 
engineering overview and principles course as freshmen, it seemed 
that the choice fit me fairly well of the engineering disciplines 
available at Syracuse University.  While I already admitted I was 
not the most dedicated student then, I believe much of what I 
learned stuck with me and benefitted me as my career progressed.   
 
Bob Sheldon: Did you have any experiences in college that prepared you for your 
future career as an ORSA? 
 
Cy Staniec: Certainly, graduating from Syracuse with a BS in Chemical 
Engineering prepared many doors to open when I entered my 
ORSA years in the Army.  Success in STEM courses was a critical 
foundation. 
 
 While there were many general memories  during my college 
career, one stands out as sort of a seminal event in my long term 
growth as an operations research analyst.  Bristol Laboratories had 
a plant in Syracuse at that time, making synthetic penicillin, and I 
was able to get a job there in 1970 as a summer intern working for a 
process engineer named Ed Graham.  Ed was running a process 
called CHAPA (for chemical aminopenicillanic acid), making 
synthetic penicillin, which was a big deal in those days.  The 
process was a cryogenic batch process which turned a mold mash 
into a pure, stable potassium-based variant for medical application.  
Since he was looking for ways to improve batch yield and purity, 
Ed gave me a couple of tasks, one involving tests for monitoring the 
quality of raw materials, and the other to apply a procedure called 
“Evolutionary Operations” by a researcher named George E. P. Box 
(a name I am sure many engineers and operations researchers are 
quite familiar with).   
 
 I designed my first experiment on the CHAPA process to explore a 
chemical reaction response surface by manipulating anhydrous 
phosphorus pentachloride and anhydrous ammonia balances in a 
pattern about an operational point to try to determine a statistically 
significant direction for process improvement.  Hence, we were 
trying to direction-find our way to an optimal operating point for 
CHAPA.  While the meaning of the two sentences I just wrote was 
probably lost on me at the time, my report on this effort did get a 
good grade in my process engineering class at Syracuse, but also 
earned me a dressing down from Bill Meath (Ed Graham’s boss) 
after one of our experimental combinations “tanked” a batch 
(disrupted the chemical reaction so that failed product had to be run 




week, and Bill shut down the rest of our experiments, but a life-
long interest had been kindled in me from the overall experience, 
and several George Box texts sit in my personal library to this day.  
(In preparing for this discussion, I looked into the plant history for 
some details, and discovered a major environmental remediation at 
the Bristol plant took place over the last decade, which included the 
CHAPA site, indicating that running chemicals to the sewers also 
had lasting effects.) 
 
Bob Sheldon: What were your plans after college? 
 
Cy Staniec: Graduating from college usually had one preparing to enter the 
work force, but June 1971 was nearing the ending portions of the 
Vietnam War, and my (unfavorable) draft number had already been 
called when I turned eighteen in 1967.  I did interview for 
engineering positions with several companies, but they invariably 
told me to contact them when I got out of the Army.  I spent a 
rather care-free summer working for a popular local band and 
hanging out at their camp on Oneida Lake north of Syracuse.  In 
September, I travelled to Tallahassee, Florida, with a friend who 
was pursuing a master’s degree at Florida State.  Once my funds ran 
out, I resorted to day labor to sustain myself, so I was actually 
thankful when my father called to say that my draft number had 
been called and I was to report for induction in November.  It was 
an interesting bus ride home as I prepared myself to enter the 
military.  (I was elated to be headed home, anxious about my fate in 
the Army, and surprised when a man in a men’s room of the 
Baltimore bus station asked me if he could have my pants.) 
 
Bob Sheldon: How did that play out? 
 
Cy Staniec: On November 12, 1971, the day after my 22nd birthday, my father 
dropped me off at the Armed Forces Examination and Entry Station 
in Syracuse, simply saying “I’ll see you.”  My Army career was 
about to begin, along with my first leadership call.  All of us that 
passed the entry physicals were lined up, took the oath of 
enlistment, and the sergeant in charge called all college graduates to 
take a step forward.  After asking a couple more questions of us 
graduates, he placed me in charge of the group on the bus to Fort 
Dix, New Jersey.  He handed me the envelope of personnel records 
to hand over when we reached the Reception Station at Fort Dix, 
plus vouchers for dinner at the Howard Johnson’s in Binghamton, 
New York that evening and sent us on our way. 
 
 It was there in Binghamton that I met my first leadership test when  




“doing the bird.”  It was clear he intended to depart the bus and 
head for home.  While probably no one was thrilled with our 
prospects at that point, I gave him a calm rationale that departing at 
that point would make him a fugitive and only make matters worse, 
which apparently reassured him enough to allow him to get back on 
the bus.  His name is lost to my memory now, but it would be 
interesting to know how his life turned out after that early decision. 
 
 During our first week at the Reception Station in Fort Dix, we all 
got a sense of the negative impact of the Vietnam War on the 
military, staying in dilapidated WWII barracks and having 
disgruntled returnees from the war watching over us that first week.  
But, after trying to convince the “counselor/recruiters” that I 
wanted to use my engineering degree, I was enticed to sign up for 
an extra year for training as a “Combat Area Ground Surveillance 
Radar” maintenance technician, essentially following the electrical 
training of my father.  This was probably my first overt decision 
that set me on the path of a military career, in spite of myself. 
 
Bob Sheldon: How did you find Army basic training? 
 
Cy Staniec: Basic training itself is easy to summarize.  It was demanding, 
degrading, and emotionally and physically stressful for me.  But it 
did bring out more leadership traits in me, some real and some 
imagined.  One memorable event was the day I earned a ride back 
from the field, rather than a long hike with the company, because I 
was “most improved” on the physical training (PT) test that day.  
Of course, the real reason I was most improved was that the prior 
PT test was taken on a freezing day, and my hands were so numb 
that I fell from the horizontal ladder, failing that test.  But I did 
have positive moments.  On another hike back from a long day of 
training, one of my squad mates was falling behind, out of breath.  I 
dropped back with him and told him he could do it.  We walked 
steadily, and when we caught the company on a break, we kept 
walking through, ultimately beating the company back to the 
barracks, and showing him that he had the capability to gut it out.  
When early advancements were decided, I made E-2; and when we 
graduated, I was made Private First Class (E-3), setting up the next 
steps in my Army career. 
 
 The day I graduated, I boarded a bus to Fort Monmouth, also in 
New Jersey, to start my Combat Area Ground Surveillance Radar 
training.  As it turned out, while my undergraduate academic 
performance was a bit of a struggle, I was well set for military 
training.  I liked the hands-on nature, and I did very well in 




to earn a mid-way promotion to Specialist 4 (E-4), and at the end, 
as honor graduate of my class, I earned a promotion to Specialist 5 
(E-5).  So, I was ready to enter my operational military career as a 
non-commissioned officer (NCO). 
 
 But that was not all the good I got out of Fort Monmouth.  I made a 
good set of friends among my classmates, and we had fun travelling 
about the area, from the entertainment of Asbury Park to a 
memorable weekend at Pocono Raceway in Pennsylvania, billed as 
the “second Woodstock,” but brought back to earth by heavy rain, 
fog, and long delays in getting the entertainment to the venue.  I 
developed a distaste for Boone’s Farm Apple Wine that weekend.   
 
But, more importantly, Fort Monmouth was where I met this 
beautiful blonde, Donna Schaddelee, from Glen Rock, New Jersey, 
at the Enlisted Men’s Club.  She was out looking for a “few good 
men” one evening, and noticing my Florida State shirt, she struck 
up a conversation, which started a slowly emerging friendship, and 
resulted in our wedding in December of that year (1972).  Now, 
there is a much longer story about our courtship, but that is a story 
for another day. 
 
Bob Sheldon: Where were you assigned after your technical training? 
 
Cy Staniec: Well, one might surmise that a graduate of “Combat Area Ground 
Surveillance Radar” would be destined for a ticket to Vietnam, but 
emerging technology saved the day.  A new short range air defense 
radar system was entering the Army inventory, and our class was 
selected to obtain the Additional Skill Identifier for the new 
Forward Area Alerting Radar (FAAR) at Fort Huachuca, Arizona.  
Over the next couple of months, we learned the new system, 
learned to enjoy the great Southwest, and downed plenty of 
Mexican food and margaritas.  I returned east shortly before my 
wedding on December 9th in Ridgewood, New Jersey, and within 
two weeks, left Donna as I took the last military flight before 
Christmas out of McGuire Air Force Base to Germany to begin my 
“field” career in the Army. 
 
 I arrived at the 92nd Ordnance Detachment of the 60th Air Defense 
Artillery Battalion, stationed at Ramstein Air Base, Germany, to 
experience the loneliest Christmas of my life as the barracks was 
essentially empty, and only the duty personnel were in the dining 
hall and recreation centers.   
 
 But things improved quickly in the new year, as I met a good group 




took me around looking for a place to live when Donna came.  
While issues of the “hollow Army,” race relations, and drugs 
nagged the Army in its transition out of Vietnam and into the “All 
Volunteer Army,” it turned out that the 92nd had a pretty good 
group of performers, and we worked and played hard together. 
 
 As for the new FAAR section, our equipment had not arrived in 
theater yet, so we busied ourselves with preparatory tasks, including 
helping to set up the technical supply system in our unit for our 
parts support, and painting (many) tactical vehicles in camouflage 
patterns.  Once equipment arrived, our team developed expertise 
with our van of test equipment that was strong enough to help our 
battalion achieve the highest operational availability rate for FAAR 
in US Army Europe (USAREUR).  However, that was a somewhat 
limited achievement, because the system was beset with parts 
shortages, so we frequently had half of the systems awaiting parts. 
 
 It seems that the FAAR system was not a sterling Army 
achievement, although it was among forerunners of modern 
digitized, “networked” systems.  A mobile, short-range air defense 
system that developed target data and passed it to weapon 
emplacements via a Target Area Display System (TADS), it had 
several novel concepts that were challenging in the field.  First, the 
system was mounted on a Gama Goat tactical vehicle that had its 
own operational and maintenance issues and was short-lived in the 
Army inventory.  Second, to aid its survivability, it included a 
telescoping mast that allowed its radar antenna to be pumped up to 
a height of 25 feet to raise it above the tree canopy.  Unfortunately, 
it required a special mast lubricant, which seemed to also suffer 
with supply availability, so our section started getting requests for 
“house calls” to help recover a radar mast that would not retract.  
Sledgehammers were added to our technical “go kits” to beat the 
masts down to a shippable length. 
 
 A third annoying problem was the early technology of the TADS 
units.  The radar sent a signal that would indicate the position and 
direction of targets by flipping magnetic disks on the TADS, so the 
shooters knew where to get a Vulcan gun or Chaparral missile on 
target.  Unfortunately, once disks were flipped, they began staying 
that way, in essence giving false target information.  Since the only 
way to fix the problem was to replace the display board, we became 
rather adept at removing and re-soldering the many connections on 
the TADS. 
 
 And, last but most important, there was frequent failure of the 




could not generate a radar pulse.  Easy enough to trouble-shoot, and 
easy enough to replace, the problem was that the diodes were in 
short supply worldwide, so the hard part was to get them to 
complete the repair.  (We had a technical representative of the 
system contractor visit Europe after the system was in the field for a 
year or so.  As we discussed system support, I lamented the issue 
with high power diode supply shortage.  He responded by reaching 
into his pocket and presenting me a handful of diodes, which nearly 
zeroed out our “dead-lined” systems by the next day.) 
 
Bob Sheldon: So you learned first-hand how to deal with logistics issues? 
 
Cy Staniec: I would say that this experience over two-plus years taught me a lot 
about the field Army which served me well in my military career.  
The example above gives some sense of how I learned the operation 
of logistics systems, and about the integration of systems into the 
Army.   
 
I also learned things about the human side of the Army, as we dealt 
with the last years of draftees, the disdain of the Vietnam legacy, 
race relations, and drug and alcohol issues.  Since our FAAR 
section was doing well, my commander recruited me to lead a 
morale program to try to get families a chance to see bits of 
Germany, and to get single soldiers out of the barracks on 
weekends.  To directly combat the negative intent of the 
commonly-used acronym “FTA,” I started the “Fun, Travel, and 
Adventure” program for our unit, scouting locations like 
Rothenburg ob der Tauber and Trier in the Moselle Valley, and 
taking busloads of unit members out for a day of touring 
(sometimes having to first roust them from their bunks after a late 
Friday night of partying). 
 
 I did not envision a military career at this point.  As my time 
dwindled to a year left on my enlistment, Donna and I discussed 
getting out of the Army.  At the time, unemployment among 
engineers was high in the United States, and we were unsure about 
where to live and hunt for jobs back in the States.  The decision 
process languished for a while, until it became time to re-register 
our old Peugeot 404, which failed inspection for rotting 
floorboards.  With time left in country, and no real savings yet to 
apply to the problem, we chose to go with the prevailing ditty of the 
time, “Re-up and buy a brand new car.”  Re-enlisting for six years 
earned us a $10,000  bonus (paid in installments), with the 
immediate cash enough to buy a shiny yellow Ford Capri (which 





Bob Sheldon: Now that you re-enlisted and took the bonus, did you consider 
yourself a “lifer” – committed to the Army for life (i.e., 20 years)? 
 
Cy Staniec: While re-enlisting had solved my immediate problem of 
transportation, it had not yet committed me to a military career, but 
I did start thinking about how and when to earn a next promotion as 
an NCO.  Life was good around 1974, as we had friends in the unit, 
my job as section leader for FAAR was going well, and Donna and 
I travelled when we could.  But, after a few months, I crossed paths 
with my commander, and he simply asked, “What are you still 
doing here?”  I assumed he wanted to know what my plans were 
after re-enlisting, so I started to explain that I had to remain with 
my current unit for at least a year, but he broke in and asked why I 
was not on my way to Officer Candidate School (OCS).  I stuttered 
some confusion about the enlistment contract and the impact of 
taking the bonus, but he countered by saying that becoming a 
lieutenant would overcome any financial impact within a year or so, 
and that it would be folly to wait. 
 
 So, in 1974, I applied to OCS – and Donna and I learned what a 
nightmare it can be to navigate Army Personnel bureaucracy.  We 
like to make note of the fact that my application cited my 
engineering degree, for example, but the application was bounced 
back because it did not contain a statement that I had taken 
mathematics in high school.  There were added iterations for 
suspense dates, but the kicker was the requirement for a selection 
board in our higher command.  Here bureaucracy got in the way as 
our unit was involved in a higher-command re-organization.  Our 
battalion could not hold the board, but our new next-higher brigade 
command literally had only one officer – the commander – at that 
point.  Donna and I had planned a vacation to Italy, but the timing 
of the board took precedence, and I had no control.   
 
 Donna, on the other hand, took the innovative approach.  It turned 
out that she was working as a clinic clerk at Landstuhl Hospital at 
that time, and Donna decided she might try to find out how to 
contact “Colonel Maloney” to try to save our vacation.  When she 
called a number that she had found and asked if this was the contact 
for Colonel Maloney, she was surprised by a voice that said “Yes, 
and whom should I say was calling?”  When Donna answered 
saying it was Donna Staniec from the urology clinic at Landstuhl 
Army Hospital, she was put right through.  I suspect there was a 
good deal of surprise on the part of both parties at that time, but 
Donna succeeded in getting the message to Colonel Maloney that 
we desperately needed a Review Board by his new command, and 




Colonel Maloney quickly found that others needed the same Board 
action.  So, it was not surprising to see, after she made that call on a 
Thursday before a holiday weekend, that the Board was held the 
next working day, and a new officer was rushed in from Frankfurt 
over the weekend to serve as President of the Board.  Needless to 
say, at this point I passed the Board, and Donna firmly established 
her role in contributing to the long-term success of our emerging 
military career. 
 
 The Board was in October, followed immediately by our long-
awaited vacation in Italy, and then we rapidly left Germany in 
December to arrive for an OCS class beginning in February 1975.  
Donna, now pregnant with our first daughter (Deanna), went back 
to New Jersey to stay with her parents during the first months, 
while I went to Fort Benning, Georgia, to join 51st Company in 
School Brigade for my Branch Immaterial Officer Candidate Class.   
 
Bob Sheldon: Non-Army readers will think that “Immaterial Officer” is a typo.  
Please explain that term. 
 
Cy Staniec: Well, I cannot help but respond that “immaterial officer” is how we 
felt they treated us, but truthfully, the phrase really breaks out as 
“officer candidate,” which is what we were, and “branch 
immaterial,” which means that we were all in training to become 
officers, and the assignment of branch (e.g., infantry, artillery, 
military police or MP, ordnance, chemical, and so on) would come 
at the end.  Your class standing and “the needs of the Army” would 
influence what you were assigned to. 
 
Bob Sheldon: How was your OCS training? 
 
Cy Staniec: OCS was one of the most stressful times of my military career.  I 
must say thankfully that I endured the physical and emotional stress 
intended first to tear us down, and then to build us up as leaders, but 
I did not revel in it.   
 
 Since the attrition rate was quite high, they “overfilled” the 
company barracks, which left me as part of a small squad separated 
from our platoon bay.  From this, I learned the value of 
communication and involvement, as we constantly seemed to be the 
last to find out what was going on.  In the early weeks, since we 
were required on a weekly basis to list a “top 5” (high performers) 
and “bottom 5” (low performers), I found myself before the 
company commander explaining why I was more “unknown” than 
“low performer.”  But I hung in, met the many challenges, and even 




and a course Honor Graduate, which gave me leverage for Branch 
selection.   
 
 When we reached “Senior” status for the last few weeks, Donna 
rejoined me, and we were even allowed to stay off base in 
Columbus, Georgia, with our spouses as we neared graduation.  I 
distinctly remember waking the first morning out of the barracks, 
not knowing where I was or what to do.  (We were used to the 
harsh sounds of a trash can lid down the hallway, not a simple 
alarm clock!)  The icing on this nearly-baked cake occurred the 
week before graduation, when I learned from one of my carpool 
mates that OCS graduates not only did not have to repay re-
enlistment bonuses, but we were actually paid the remaining 
balance as a lump sum.  When my Tactical Officer was distributing 
checks (mainly for clothing allowances and travel to next 
destination) at formation near the last day of class, he read aloud 
that my check was for over $5000.  Astonished, he asked what I did 
to deserve that much money, and I joyfully replied that I was finally 
getting paid for all my overtime!  (To close an earlier thought, 
Donna and I took those proceeds and returned them to my parents 
to repay their costs in sending me through Syracuse University.) 
 
 Besides vaulting me into the officer ranks, I think the lasting 
lessons of OCS were the value of enduring.  There will be 
opportunities to excel, but sometimes just getting successfully to 
the other side is enough.  Of course, the value of teamwork and the 
need for creativity and ingenuity were highlighted by the demands 
of the course.  But, having endured, I was happy to move on to 
prepare for my new Branch training.   
 
Bob Sheldon: How did you choose your Branch? 
 
Cy Staniec: Ah, this gets to a story of a recurring Army fiction in those days.  
Holding a degree in chemical engineering, I still hoped to put it to 
use in the Army.  Amusingly, when I was in basic training, I asked 
to enter the Chemical Corps and was told it was going away.  Now I 
was selecting an officer branch with an early selection among my 
classmates, but once again was told the Chemical Corps was going 
away. 
 
For my (second) choice, I selected Ordnance, and ultimately chose 
to go into Explosive Ordnance Disposal (EOD).  (As of the year 
2021, the Chemical Corps remains firmly a part of Army structure.) 
 
 In May 1975, Donna and I put “Fort Benning School for Boys” in 




the Ordnance Officers Basic Course.  This three-month period was 
an enjoyable time, as we learned the basic functions and 
responsibilities of ordnance officers, but we also enjoyed the 
company and the location on the Chesapeake Bay.  Our daughter 
Deanna was born in Havre de Grace Hospital, putting down another 
root for our longer-term relationship with Maryland.  But, another 
graduation, another academic award, this time with leadership 
recognition, and it was time to move on to EOD School at Indian 
Head, Maryland.  It is worth noting that, as we left in August, I was 
notified that I was now in “voluntary indefinite” status, which put 
me closer to a career status than I previously had been. 
 
 Before the main EOD course began, the Army students were sent 
for two weeks of chemical operations training, then at Redstone 
Arsenal, Alabama, which brought me the Army basics of my 
chemical interests and earned my “Hot Line Streaking” privilege. 
 
Bob Sheldon: What is “Hot Line Streaking” privilege? 
 
Cy Staniec: Chemical Operations training involved learning to operate in 
chemically-contaminated environments, including performing 
render-safe and recovery of munitions.  The proper attire consisted 
of a full ensemble with chemical protective mask, butyl (also 
referred to as “brutal”) rubber suit, gloves, boots, and overboots, all 
sealed up with tape.  You crossed a “hot line” to enter the 
contaminated area, and when you returned, you processed out of the 
ensemble at that hot line, scrubbing down with decon as you went, 
mask last, until you were down to “skivvies.”  In the field, privacy 
was not a priority, so your “Hot Line Streaking Certificate” justified 
your “clothing optional” situation.  
 
The fully clothed part of the course was at the joint-service Indian 
Head EOD School, where the motto on the Quarterdeck was 
“Success requires no explanation - Failure allows no alibis.”  We 
set about learning the conventional munitions of many nations, fuse 
functioning and explosives behavior, and the various processes of 
rendering unexploded munitions safe.  As the course progressed, we 
added procedures for nuclear and biological weapons and 
improvised explosive devices (IEDs), thus spanning all manner of 
military weapons.  At the conclusion of this demanding course, I 
once again graduated as honor graduate of the course and prepared 
to head back to Germany for my first Army officer assignment with 
the 3rd Ordnance Detachment (EOD) in Augsburg, near Munich.   
 
Donna and I arrived in Germany with our new daughter in April 




one, as I had signed into the 3rd Ordnance Detachment (EOD) in 
Augsburg, Germany, which had just failed its annual Army 
Readiness Training Evaluation Program (ARTEP).  The first 
sergeant had been relieved and already left the unit, and the 
commander would leave soon.  In May I became the commander of 
what was regarded as a poorly trained unit, and we set about 
working on training as I started to settle into my command.  My 
Control Detachment soon sent me a seasoned E-8 as first sergeant, 
and I also found the older NCOs to be capable and the younger 
specialists to be very bright and skilled, so our “recovery” was 
rapid, which frankly made me look good as a leader. 
 
To assist new commanders in settling into USAREUR, a 
Commanders’ Course was held periodically, and I was able to 
attend at a major Army training site at Vilseck from July 26 to 
August 6, 1976.  Most of the course was mundane administration 
aspects of command in Germany, but during the Command-wide 
Interest Programs section, the Drug and Alcohol Abuse section 
opened with the dramatic picture of a young GI dead in his bunk, 
ringed by sweat, from an overdose.  I was stunned, and probably 
stunned my classmates when I blurted out “I know that guy!  He 
was in my old unit.”  It was, indeed, a shock to see one of the 
younger members of the 92nd Ordnance Detachment, whom Donna 
and I had tried to befriend and mentor, had died from drug abuse 
during the year we were back in the States. 
 
But, back in the 3rd EOD, we worked hard performing our mission 
well.  Over the next testing periods, we not only passed ARTEPs, 
but we were awarded USAREUR Superior Performance Awards for 
conducting consecutive “clean sweep” (no deficiencies) Nuclear 
Surety Inspections.  Since the number of day-to-day EOD incidents 
was fairly low in our area of responsibility, we had time to expand 
our interests.  We developed a relationship with a German Air 
Force Armament unit from Kaufbeuren in southern Bavaria, and we 
were able to share in training and mission activities.  We were also 
invited to their annual St. Barbara (Patron saint of the Artillery) 
Day celebration, which featured much great food, skits, and lots of 
drinking.  I attended twice, and, as our only officer, was the intense 
focus of many toasts and rousing drinks.  It was a good thing we 
stayed overnight, because I certainly was in no condition to drive. 
 
We also formed a partnership with the Augsburg Fire Department, 
which allowed some radiological training, as they had the 
responsibility to respond to radiological incidents in the city, and 
we were equipped to work radiological incidents as well.  We even 




and we and the Augsburg Fire Department provided an integrated 
response and incident recovery. 
 
In another mission expansion, we decided to take advantage of our 
range responsibility at the Hohenfels Major Training Area, and 
worked with Miesau Army Depot to have “Code H” unserviceable 
explosive materials sent to Hohenfels so we could help them clear 
unserviceable inventory.  For us, it was two weeks of tough but 
enjoyable work each summer as we destroyed thousands of tons of 
materials ranging from linked belts of 20mm ammunition to 
submunition-laden artillery shells to old reels of “demo cable” 
(1,000 pounds net explosive weight) left over from WWII.  Since 
some of the materials were challenging to work with on a 400 
pound explosive weight range, we were quite fortunate we had no 
accidents or incidents, but we do have many stories, and I did get 
called to Range Control once to explain what was happening on 
their Demo Range. 
 
Finally, we were also fortunate to have a reasonable amount of 
dignitary support.  During my time with the 3rd EOD (1976-1979) 
we supported President Carter and Secretaries of State Cyrus Vance 
and Henry Kissinger, among others, in Europe, Asia, and Africa.  
Our teams earned praises for the quality of our support, but it is 
now interesting to think about the focus of those missions in the 
context of world history.  For example, when we supported 
Kissinger in southern Africa, his mission was to work out transition 
from apartheid and to work on regional stability, efforts which 
ultimately came to fruition years later. 
 
I have to mention one other action that has stuck with me all these 
years.  I was assigned to lead an accident investigation that 
occurred at the Wildflecken Training Area in central Germany.  A 
couple kids had died playing with a 40mm grenade dud in the 
housing area.  I was to investigate what happened and recommend 
actions.  Since Wildflecken was not in my normal support region, 
this was all fresh to me, but what our small team found was that the 
40mm grenade range was off a paved road on a hillside that sloped 
down to the right, where a stream ran back toward the firing line.  
Now, the 40mm is an egg-shaped munition fired from a launcher,  
and had an all-ways acting fuze, designed to detonate in any 
orientation when it landed, so a dud-fired munition was considered 
very dangerous!  The range had been pretty much denuded of 
vegetation from explosions, so it seemed to us that there was little 
to stop a dud from rolling over time down toward the stream.  Sure 
enough, when we investigated the grating across the stream at the 




the water.  So, the kids had evidently taken the short walk through 
the woods to the range, found a dud in the water, and played catch 
until it finally exploded.  It was a simple finding for a sad event, but 
made “real” to me that dud munitions are always a danger.  I am 
sure that range was never used for live fire again as a result.  
 
Of course, there were some down times over these years.  My 
master sergeant had drinking and personal problems over time, so 
we had some rough patches until he was removed.  Also, when we 
had our one and only Army Annual Inspection, I think the lead 
inspector cut me a bit of slack when he queried me on our 
command interest programs, which I had paid little attention to in 
our small unit.  Finally, I put myself in the hospital for a few days 
when I tried to make a training aid out of an artillery fuse we had 
recovered (and got fragments and severe lacerations in my hand 
when the primer went off).  But Donna and I (with Deanna) enjoyed 
Bavaria and the region and amassed nearly a thousand kilometers 
“Volksmarching” through the Alpine countryside.  Promoted to 
first lieutenant in 1978, and with Command completed successfully, 
we departed Germany in February 1979 to attend the Ordnance 
Officer Advanced Course. 
 
Bill Dunn: I have a couple of questions about your military history.  How in 
the world did you ever decide to go into EOD?  [Laughing]  Of all 
the places to go, I think that would be about the last one that I'd 
pick. 
 
Cy Staniec: It’s an interesting story.  I was in Officer Candidate School down at 
Fort Benning.  It was during that Senior Status period when married 
candidates were allowed to stay off base.  Our little carpool of 
“Seniors” was chit-chatting back and forth on the way in one 
morning , and one of the guys said, “I think I'm going to go in 
explosive ordnance disposal.”  I asked about that.  He described 
what it was, and I said, “Wow, that sounds interesting.”  As we 
discussed the small units and technical mission, I began to think it 
could also encompass some of my engineering training, so I 
decided to volunteer, too.   
 
It actually turned out to be a helpful  thing, because I learned a lot 
more about foreign military weaponry and that sort of thing in the 
process.  I learned a lot about chemical and biological processing, 
which brought me closer to my chemical engineering background.  
Then in Augsburg, Germany, doing EOD stuff was a young man's 
fancy to play with things that go bang.  That's essentially what 
happened.  It crossed over with my desire to do something that got 




trained in.  As it turned out in the long run, all of these odd pieces 
fit together well for my overall military background later in my 
career.  I guess I would say my EOD experiences helped develop a 
very different perspective on Army programs, and it seems to have 
worked out pretty well. 
 
Bill Dunn: Was there a chemical disposal area there in Europe, or did you have 
to send stuff back to Johnston Island or some other place? 
 
Cy Staniec: Chemical munitions were a particular problem because there was 
no place to dispose of agent in Germany.  After Germany, I did 
work at the Toxic and Hazardous Materials Agency later, where 
chemical agent disposal was our mainstream mission; get rid of the 
stockpile in environmentally sound ways.  Our engineers designed 
and built the disposal facility at Johnston Island.  One of the  
background parts of the first Gulf War that people don't really 
recognize is, under the cover of - these are my words; you wouldn't 
find it written this way in government documents or the newspaper 
- but under the cover of all that military operation that was going on 
to support conventional operations in Southwest Asia, all of the 
chemical agents and munitions were removed from Europe.  They 
ended up on Johnston Island and finally were disposed of at that 
location.   
 
That had been a very fraught and contentious issue.  At that point in 
time, they were able to get the chemicals out of there and finally get 
them disposed of, which was certainly a blessing for the DoD and 
our country and even Germany, as regards the risk of those things 
and the security of the future.  Chemicals are really nasty things, 
and they really no longer have any part in warfare, as far as I can 
see. 
 
Bob Sheldon: Where did you go for your advanced course?   
 
Cy Staniec: The Ordnance Officer Advanced Course took us to Redstone 
Arsenal, at Huntsville, Alabama.  The six months in the Advanced 
Course over the summer was mainly a pleasant time for our family, 
as the course was oriented toward command at the company level, 
and I had just completed my command.  I was able to balance 
family time and school, and still graduated as class distinguished 
graduate and Herbert Alden Award winner for superior 
performance.  To add to the enjoyment, daughter Jilian was born at 
Huntsville Hospital in August, as we were nearing departure.  At 
this point it seemed that my performances at the 3rd EOD and here 
had earned me another good opportunity, as I was requested by 




Materials Agency (USATHAMA), back at Aberdeen Proving 
Ground (Edgewood Area). 
 
We arrived at Aberdeen in the fall, buying our first house in 
Joppatown, Maryland, and I started my new job with promotion to 
captain.  This was a dream assignment for us in many ways.  Our 
house put us on a nice street with friends for our girls just a few 
doors away.  We loved the Bay, and spent lots of time crabbing and 
camping, and we found a nice growing church in which we were 
founding members.  Edgewood was only a few miles away, so I 
bought a moped and rode it to work to avoid the expense of a 
second car.  I did require a bit of thawing out on winter mornings, 
though. 
 
Bob Sheldon: Did your advanced course prepare you well for your job?   
 
Cy Staniec: I certainly think the Advanced Course helped.  While much of the 
focus was on command, we did learn more about larger scale 
logistics, and about Army acquisition, both of which played a role 
in this job and beyond.   
 
The job itself was quite rewarding.  I was the EOD and Technical 
Escort Officer for an organization whose responsibilities included 
chemical demilitarization of all Army warfare stockpiles, and 
environmental remediation of sites spanning current and former 
Army installations.  This was the closest to a chemical engineering 
job I could hope to have in the Active Army!  With expertise in 
energetic materials, chemical agents, and munitions, I was called on 
to support a wide variety of projects and programs across my three 
years there.  We shot lasers at projectile fuses to develop render-
safe procedures, we experimented on specialty capsules to contain 
emissions from chemical munition detonation, and we investigated 
contamination sources and histories at installations across the 
country.  I remember three particular projects fondly for my 
personal contributions.  For our program for emergency disposal of 
M55 nerve agent rockets, the engineers designed a system to drill 
the rocket body while in its shipping container, and then drain the 
agent and to flood the cavity with decontaminating liquid.  Once 
this “brine” was removed from the decontaminated rocket, the 
energetic materials had to be disposed of.  For this disposal step, I 
designed a chamber made from a 16 inch Naval gun tube segment 
in which to deflagrate the explosives and propellant.  Unfortunately, 
after I left the organization, it was determined that the 
decontamination step was not working thoroughly on the decayed 





The second project was to perform a sample survey at Fort Monroe, 
Virginia, to try to estimate the extent of potential unexploded 
ordnance on the installation, and the associated cost of cleaning it 
up.  With a 400 year history, and a central role during the Civil 
War, the extent of ordnance contamination was a real concern in 
discussions about the disposition of the historic site.   We decided 
to perform a subsurface geophysical survey using a novel 
computer-based process from Battelle Northwest Laboratories that 
convolved detection information from ground penetrating radar, 
metal detection, and magnetometry.  We brought in a special 
Battelle team from Richland, Washington, and did sample surveys 
over a period of two weeks.  What we found through a ground-
truthing process (i.e., digging things up) was that the installation 
was heavily peppered with metal debris (since it had been expanded 
by landfilling) and convolving the three results was not yet capable 
of distinguishing between munitions and general debris.  As a 
result, the clearance cost estimate was quite high, and Fort Monroe 
stayed in the active Army inventory at that point.  But the team 
from Battelle got a nice technical publication out of the effort.  As 
an interesting aside, Mount Saint Helens erupted during the start of 
our survey, and one of the Battelle team gave thanks, because if he 
had been home, he most likely would have been flying around the 
volcano taking photographs when it erupted.  He sent me some 
interesting close-up photos of the erupted cone, which I still have in 
my memorabilia. 
 
The final project was my personal contribution to reducing the 
Army chemical agent stockpile.  I teamed with a civilian engineer 
named Wayne Jennings.  A project had been underway to sell the 
phosgene stockpile, a choking agent (corroded your lungs when 
breathed in), to industry, since it was actually quite a common 
industrial chemical.  However, one contractor in Texas had had its 
operations shut down by the state environmental protection agency, 
leaving 129 ton containers filled with phosgene in a field near 
Palacios, Texas.  USATHAMA began steps to recover the agent.  
The Army had procured the existing stockpile from Hooker 
Chemical, near Love Canal in New York, and Wayne was 
executing a sale process back to Hooker (For, as I understand it, 
about a nickel on the original dollar cost).   
 
Bob Sheldon: Was that the infamous “Love Canal”?   
 
Cy Staniec: Love Canal was an aborted canal project near Niagara Falls that 
became a chemical disposal site for Hooker Chemical, was capped, 
and then had a community built on it.  As you might guess, the 




and sickened people and polluted the area.  So, to me, it was sort of 
amazing to see these chemicals going back to that area.   
 
But my role was to oversee the field operations and organize the 
transport by a commercial carrier.  Of course, the “hook” was that 
we wanted to recover the phosgene and get it out of Palacios with 
no incidents.  To avoid any real or public relations disasters, I took 
a technical escort team (i.e., chemical agent specialists) to Palacios 
to reclaim the 129 “one ton containers” of phosgene from an open 
field and prepare them for shipping to New York State.  We 
coordinated directly with the local sheriff and fire department to 
keep a low profile and maintained surveillance on the containers for 
a few weeks until sufficient shipping was arranged, and then, along 
with a loading team from Corpus Christi Depot, spent two intense 
weeks lifting, loading, blocking, and dispatching some fourteen 
shipments.  Though we worked hard, we enjoyed the local 
environment, dining family style at the historic Blessing Hotel, and 
fishing in the evening with the sheriff.  The only hitch was one load 
that was positioned incorrectly, putting too much weight over one 
axle, but a rapidly processed waiver got that load back on the road 
out of Texas.   
 
With this first phase safely completed, we moved to phase two, 
which would remove all the remaining stock from Rocky Mountain 
Arsenal in Colorado.  Moving materials from an active agent 
storage site might have been a piece of cake, but there were some 
interesting glitches.  First, after the high performing field movement 
from Palacios, we found that the civilian workers at Rocky had 
trouble meeting the shipping schedule.  (The field engineer at the 
arsenal asked what I expected, since these folks were about to put 
themselves out of a job.)  The second glitch was attributed to 
Mother Nature, as a winter storm whipped up white out conditions, 
and we lost contact with a couple shipments that hunkered down in 
roadside safety sites until the danger passed.  But the third glitch 
was the kicker.  It happened because a columnist of the Chicago 
Tribune got wind of our movement and took the opportunity to rail 
in his column about how the Army was endangering the population 
of Chicago and the Midwest with its chemical warfare agents.  A 
Congressman from the area (facing a primary vote) demanded that 
the Army cease its movement, and we did.  (Side note: Ironically, 
this Congressman had been the guest speaker at my Officer 
Candidate School graduation).  We authored a quick response to the 
Tribune noting that phosgene was shipped around the country by 
industry to the tune of a billion pounds a year, and that we were 
following all laws, with extra security, but the Congressman could 




the night before his primary it seems, we got the okay to complete 
our movement, and the last of the Army’s phosgene safely left the 
inventory. 
 
When the mission was completed, I was called to a meeting with 
the commander and received an impact commendation; and I 
breathed a sigh of relief. 
 
Bob Sheldon: What were your plans after that risky effort?   
 
Cy Staniec: Well, this assignment brought me to the ten-year point in my 
military career, and it was time to make a decision on what to do 
next.  We were happy at Aberdeen, and I had hoped to take a 
civilian position with USATHAMA.  I had even agreed to become 
an elder in our church.  But in a rapid turn of events, President 
Reagan instituted a hiring freeze for federal government jobs, and 
the Military Personnel Center (MILPERCEN) called to offer me a 
position for a fully-funded master’s degree.  So, with one door 
rapidly closed and another rapidly opened, Donna and I chose to go 
to the Naval Postgraduate School (NPS) in Monterey, California, to 
pursue a master’s degree in Operations Research (OR).  In a sense, 
I had done my first military analytic studies as a project engineer at 
USATHAMA, and now I was embarking on a path to become a 
career analyst for the US Army. 
 
Bob Sheldon: How did you choose OR?   
 
Cy Staniec: Ah, I think there was a recent commercial that included a phrase 
like “one choice is no choice.”  That’s akin to how I chose OR.  
Specifically, when MILPERCEN called to offer me the opportunity 
for advanced civil schooling, I asked about my options.  Noting that 
I was in a Combat Service Support branch, the assignments officer 
said my options were petroleum engineering or operations research.  
But, then observing that I was an Ordnance Officer, he noted that 
my option was Operations Research.  So, in the words of Yogi 
Berra, seeing a fork in the road, I took it, and then I went over to the 
Ordnance School to see what “OR” was all about.  
 
Our odyssey to and from NPS was truly one of mixed blessings.  It 
all started with blessings.  Having sold our house in Joppatown for 
a profit, we had our first-ever money for investing, and the bull 
market of the 1980s started just as we deposited our money in 
mutual funds.  By the time we reached Monterey, the results were 
so encouraging that it started my other analytic interest – investing 
– which carried through the next forty years.  A second blessing 




we had a great 40-day journey across the west, a great family time 
with tremendous sightseeing.  Arriving at NPS, we attended the 
chapel our first weekend, and found Chaplain Dean Cook to also be 
a great blessing for us and all the chapel family. 
 
It was good we had those blessings, because, once the OR program 
began in earnest, the blessings subsided.  The program was 
demanding but not impossible, but I was focused on making up for 
my poor undergraduate performance, so I threw myself into my 
studies, and, along with classmates Bob Clemence and Dave 
Brown, competed for the top spot in our class.  What I sacrificed 
was attentiveness to Donna and the girls, which put Donna and me 
at odds.  Between quarters, when my stress was down, Donna was 
not ready to be friends again, so we found our “biorhythms” out of 
whack most of the time.  But I did excel in class.   
 
Bob Sheldon: You did great in your Army schools and at NPS, but so poorly as an 
undergrad.  Why the big difference?   
 
Cy Staniec: That’s an interesting question.  Since high school was not too hard 
for me (except Latin), I was able to focus on sports and other 
interests and failed to develop good study habits.  As an 
undergraduate, and in a tough chemical engineering program, but 
still with other interests, I found myself struggling to do as well, 
and must admit I was a bit immature to boot.  However, as a 
married family man with a career in the making, I found my 
attention to be very focused on succeeding by performing at a high 
level, and mathematics-oriented study suited me well. 
 
When the time came, I chose a thesis that put me studying under 
Dr. Jerry Brown, a distinguished professor of OR and now in the 
National Academy of Engineers.  I was interested in ammunition 
logistics, and I built a large network-based multi-commodity 
distribution model as my thesis focus.  Professor Rick Rosenthal 
had just arrived at NPS on a National Science Foundation (NSF) 
Fellowship, and we collaborated to apply his new research project, 
an optimization algorithm, to solve my model.  By the end of my 
final master’s quarter, the model was successful, but the solver 
struggled to close out the million-variable problem.  Because of the 
modeling effort, I was able to start presenting at MORS and at the 
Institute for Operations Research and the Management Sciences 
(INFORMS) Military Applications sessions, so that marked my 
first involvement on OR professional societies.  Then came 





Bob Clemence and I were at the top of the class and took the OR 
awards, but the most remarkable occurrence was that we both were 
contacted by MILPERCEN to pursue doctorates.  So, on the very 
verge of escaping NPS back to the real world, Donna and I made 
the decision to pursue the doctorate.  Jerry Brown was immediately 
supportive by setting us up to continue at NPS, and, after a two-
week quarterly break, we went back to classes.  We would have 
several more quarters of advanced OR classes, and courses for a 
minor in computer science, to be followed by qualifying exams, and 
then on to dissertation work. 
 
Bob Sheldon: Did you consider how staying in school for two more years might 
impact your future promotion opportunities in the Army?   
 
Cy Staniec: At the time we made the decision to go on, I had a vision of using 
OR as a vehicle to become an acquisition specialist, and thought 
that a PhD might actually help, though my opportunities as a 
traditional ammunition ordnance officer might diminish.  As it 
turned out, some Army personnel policy changed over the time I 
was in school, so I would not have a path into the Acquisition 
specialty but could ultimately become a dedicated OR specialist.  
There was still a reasonable path to promotions. 
 
But I still had to graduate again.  At NPS, with two years behind us, 
and a minimum of two more years ahead, Bob and I committed to 
throttle back and observe a “more traditional” work week, to reduce 
family stress.  I would say it ultimately worked, but it did not go 
unnoticed by our professors.  When one queried me on the reduced 
intensity they thought they were observing in Bob and me, I said I 
was thankful for the opportunity to study for the doctorate, and that 
I would do my best, but I would only do it in a manner that did not 
cost me my family.  I am not sure that was what they wanted to 
hear, but we persisted.  We had a lot of minor classes in computer 
science, which gave a bit of a breather, but after those classes, we 
moved on to qualifying exams. 
 
Since we also had three foreign students who had been accepted for 
PhD efforts, we had a small cohort moving along together.  Our 
minor qualifying exams were successful, if not inspiring, which 
brought us to the OR qualifying exams.  What I remember was a 
bad day!  The problems, of course, were hard, but I was also 
tripping over some simple notation issues, and during the whole 
exam period, jackhammers were working nearby on the 
Quadrangle.  All I remember is that none of us did well enough to 
pass, and I felt like I did the poorest, but we were all given a second 




not too simple, and though the faculty was still not thrilled with our 
performance, with the order more or less reversed, they decided to 
pass us all.  When I asked later why they put us through, Professor 
Jacobs, our statistics professor, said they knew we had good 
intuition. 
   
Bob Sheldon: How about your PhD dissertation?   
 
Cy Staniec: Once we passed qualifying exams, we asked for and received an 
extra year at NPS, so we had 18 months to get a topic approved, 
researched, and defended – feasible, but not a cakewalk!  But here, 
my master’s effort put me on a good track.  My ammo model was 
built, but not well-solved, which gave me a chance to propose a 
large-scale primal decomposition approach.  This was Jerry’s 
specialty area, so my dissertation proposal was quickly approved, 
and I was off and running on research.  Kevin Wood, an associate 
professor who came from UC Berkeley, was my day-to-day 
research partner, and we quickly hit on an approach that solved a 
set of single commodity problems, aggregated results to find 
violated multi-commodity constraints, and then solved a master 
problem that allocated capacity in feasible convex combinations to 
the single commodity problems, and then iterated.  My contribution 
to the body of knowledge was my proof that this process converged 
to an “epsilon” distance from optimal.  I programmed the 
algorithm, and Kevin helped me link into Jerry’s world class 
network solver, and we were ready to prove it worked.  Through his 
consulting connections, Jerry passed the large model to a computer 
center at Chevron, which ran the model on its mainframe in quiet 
periods.  The two large test cases converged successfully to 
“epsilon,” and empirical evidence of effectiveness was in hand! 
 
That left my oral defense and completing my dissertation document 
for review and signature.  I felt confident in my research, so I took a 
bit of time to review all my other subject material before facing my 
dissertation defense.  That morning my mind was racing through 
everything I might have to answer, and before entering the room to 
face the faculty, I literally walked around the NPS grounds reciting 
the 23rd Psalm to calm my nerves.  When the defense started, I 
opened with an introduction on the approach and main 
contributions of my research, and then stood for questions.  I 
fielded the initial questions, but then was asked by a respected 
professor from the computer science department, Gordon Bradley, 
how I might have solved the problem differently. 
 
Whatever answer I gave, he asked the same question again, at 




perfectly logical based on the problem structure.  As they debated 
back and forth, I stood and watched for several minutes.  When 
Jerry called that exchange to a halt, my defense wrapped up with a 
few “softball” questions on statistics and other OR topics.  When 
Jerry next ended the general questioning, he was in the process of 
sending me out to let the faculty discuss and vote, when Rick 
Rosenthal broke in, saying that he had never seen an oral defense 
that had gone so well, and he asked for a round of applause for the 
candidate’s performance!  It seemed that I had gone from a “near-
death” experience on my qualifying exams to a premium 
performance in my dissertation defense, vindicating those who 
supported me as “having good intuition.” 
 
With all the hard work done, the last step was to complete my 
write-up and submit the dissertation for signatures.  But even that 
was not to be easy.  As I sat in my quarters the Sunday before 
graduation, typing and editing, I could see unusual smoke rising 
beyond the ridge of Pacific Grove.  As dusk fell that evening, Kevin 
called me to let me know that Jerry’s house (and 32 others on 17 
Mile Drive) had just burnt to the ground.  He related that Jerry said 
he would be hard to reach for the next few days, but to get my 
document in, and he would be there for graduation on Friday.  I did, 
and he was.  Needless to say, my profound respect for Professor 
Gerald G. Brown reached new heights during that last week of our 
years together!  Also needless to say, with a six year commitment 
for this educational opportunity, and with fifteen years under my 
belt, the Army was now my career choice. 
 
Bob Sheldon: What did the Army have in mind for you next?   
 
Cy Staniec: With two OR degrees now in hand, it was time to take family and 
re-enter the working world.  I graduated in June 1987 and headed 
east to join the Army Concepts Analysis Agency (CAA, later called 
the Center for Army Analysis) in Bethesda, Maryland.  The 
Director, E.B. Vandiver, was the first to open PhD slots in his 
agency, so both Bob Clemence and I headed there.  Because of the 
demands of his research committee, Bob had not finished his PhD 
before getting to CAA, so Van used to acknowledge me as his first 
PhD arrival.  Before starting at CAA, I had requested Acquisition 
training, and spent several weeks at Fort Lee, Virginia, studying 
Military Acquisition Management, which would add to my skill 
base later.  During this time, Donna and I settled on a house in 
Northern Virginia, thinking future assignments would more likely 





 Checking into CAA in Fall 1978, I had my entrance interview with 
Van, thinking I might be positioned to take on large optimization 
analyses, following my research interests.  Instead, he told me I 
would take over the Theater Operations Center (TOC), operating an 
emerging theater combat model called Force Concepts Evaluation 
Model (FORCEM).  I was surprised, and a bit annoyed, since I had 
expressed back at NPS that I had little interest in combat models.  
When I asked Van what exactly he expected from me there, he said, 
“I expect you to lift the performance of everyone in the section.”  
Frankly, that did not sit well with me, and it took me nearly a year 
to understand and appreciate what he meant.  Van also encouraged 
me to get involved in MORS, so around 1988 I started being a 
regular MORS participant.  My initial activities were briefings on 
FORCEM and Attrition Calibration (ATCAL), and my first 
working groups were Land and Joint Combat operations. 
 
 FORCEM was CAA’s newest development, slated to replace the 
Concepts Evaluation Model (CEM) for conducting  theater force 
studies of Europe and Korea, which were generally focused on our 
future warfighting capability versus future enemy threats.  Since it 
was new, FORCEM was focused on the Warsaw Pact threat at that 
time.  In the Army’s planning processes, the results of these 
warfights also drove other planning factors, so getting believable 
results was important.  A key component of FORCEM was the 
attrition algorithm called ATCAL, which took in weapon mixes,  
force ratios, and force frontages to apportion attrition to both sides.  
ATCAL, in turn depended on weapon system values processed  
from higher-fidelity Combat Sample Generator (COSAGE) battle 
results.  However, in its early operational applications, no one 
seemed to have faith in the results FORCEM was generating. 
 
 I had a decent break-in period, following the lead of my 
predecessor, Infantry Major Berner Johnson, to learn about the 
FORCEM model, its application and the ATCAL role and 
processes.  Our team consisted of two newly arrived Combat Arms 
captains, one from Armor and the other Infantry, and one of the few 
remaining OR warrant officers in the Army, who was the master of 
setting the model in motion on the CAA mainframe.  This tight 
little team was learning rapidly together, and, as I traipsed after 
Major Johnson to learn all the ins and outs, the team took to calling 
me “After Berner,” hopefully with some affection. 
 
 Berner left and I took the TOC as we worked to build a credible 
base case for a study called “Combat to Support Ratio Study” 
(CSRS, called “Caesars”).  To do this well required a fairly deep 




Central Europe, an understanding of “operational maneuver” as the 
Soviets wrote about it, and the notions of Soviet semi-automated 
troop control and the correlation of forces and means.  Boiling all 
that down to what it meant to us, we had to array Soviet forces in a 
manner to achieve their operational aims, while trying to time force 
commitment to generate the force ratios across the front to force 
penetrations that would lead to operational victories, all with due 
consideration of how the model was designed to operate.   
 
 This was a time-consuming effort in the mainframe days, with few 
graphic data interfaces available.  With an intent to build to 180 
days of combat, our daily routine was to have a run prepared and 
submitted via Job Control Language to the mainframe by the end of 
the day, and then go home, hoping we did not have a failure to fix 
at night.  The next day, we would check the run, pull and process 
the output data, build charts, and develop a “video” of the 
movement of the units and the forward edge of the battle area 
(FEBA) across the theater.  When they were ready, we would 
compare the attrition of major weapons, and the unit strengths.  
Since the model was time-based, moving forward in 12-hour steps, 
we would decide on the last credible time-step we saw, make any 
operational adjustments and changes to the input data, and submit 
the next night’s job from that point.  The notion of a “check point 
restart” for any project that seems to be straying from credible 
results has stuck with me all my life. 
 
 One side benefit of all this accumulated simulation and operational 
art knowledge was that I was twice requested to lecture on Theater 
Level Modeling and Simulation (M&S) at the Army Logistics 
Management College (ALMC, now called Army Logistics 
University, ALU) to the ORSA students.  This proved to be a 
popular and energetic exchange, and hopefully a good learning 
experience for the students. 
 
 After a couple months, we had developed the best combat flow that 
we could, though we had some skepticism of what the current 
“FEBA trace” was showing.  But our study sponsor called for an 
interim review, so we dutifully built our charts and headed to the 
Pentagon to brief the Army Deputy Assistant Chief of Operations 
(Major General Dutch Shoffner).  Well, when we showed that the 
FEBA had not crossed the Rhine in the Benelux countries 
(Belgium, the Netherlands, and Luxembourg) after two weeks, we 
were startled when he slammed his hand on his desk and shouted an 
expletive, but we were not surprised when he said he did not 
believe the result.  Unexpectedly, he seemed to have a firm belief 




disbelief basically resulted in FORCEM being taken offline for a 
year of repairs. 
 
 Most of my team moved from the TOC to work under Wally 
Chandler, a GS-15 software engineer, to find and fix issues with 
FORCEM.  The “Tiger Team” lasted for 12 months, and it became 
the point where I finally came to grips with Van’s charge to lift the 
performance of everyone on the team.  My combat officers were 
quite skilled, but we now had civilians who were trying to model 
aspects of combat they had no experience with.  My “value added” 
at that point was to review their approach and to link them with 
military experts to help conceive the best modeling abstraction.  
That said, we determined that a key issue facing FORCEM was a 
combination of its software design crossed with “combat calculus” 
and attrition adjudication. 
 
 In other words, we found problems at the juncture of “computer 
programming” and “operational art.”  In a little internal study we 
called “The NL Enigma,” because it centered on what did not 
happen in the Netherlands and Belgium (a large salient was 
expected), we wanted to see if the battles in the model emulated the 
Soviet operational art style we were trying to evoke.  The results 
were quite informative, and suggested FORCEM (and ATCAL) had 
some difficult flaws to overcome.  Because the model worked in 
12-hour time-steps, it was necessary to select a fairly long range at 
which units would engage.  Because Soviet operational art called 
for high force ratios in concentrated areas, it was also necessary to 
dense pack units to achieve the ratios.  The first result was a lot of 
units entering combat each time-step.  Because ATCAL used 
frontage as an intensity factor on combat, and many units were 
considered in combat, frontage was divided out which caused 
intensity to increase. 
 
 At this point, we found computer programming coming into play.  
In a day when models ran on mainframes and time and computer 
core memory were of the essence, a ploy was used to enhance speed 
and space requirements.  Information was carried in integer form, 
and quickly converted to floating point for attrition calculations, 
then converted back, requiring rounding. 
 
 When we arrayed all this information on a chart showing a scatter 
plot of fights organized by force ratio versus blue force size, we 
began to realize that the distribution reflected what we expected to 
see for Soviet art, but there were a large number of small-sized 
fights that fell into a realm where “rounding error” began to make it 




superior force continued to lose strength, the battle ground to a halt 
– and the Soviets could not make their expected breakthrough in the 
Benelux countries. 
 
 With this knowledge among us, we selected the best repairs we 
could make in the time available and, at the end of our year, took 
FORCEM back for another operational study attempt.  My new 
boss, a colonel, asked me if I thought the model was tested and 
ready.  Wanting to be loyal to Wally, who had worked hard to meet 
the need, I simply said that testing was underway, but coding 
changes were still going on.  He understood my message. 
 
 My team went back to the TOC, and my new deputy, Martin 
Dwarkin, and I set about trying to build the necessary combat.  At 
first, things went well, and we optimistically started to say, “We are 
only one week away from success.”  But then we started to see 
anomalies, find errors, fix them and move on, still saying, “We are 
only one week away from success.”  Wally Chandler amazed me 
one day when he laid a hexadecimal data dump on my desk, pointed 
to a line, and said, “We’re not collecting up the dead links,” a 
simple processing error that failed to remove “dead” systems from 
the force (making them invulnerable). 
 
 Eventually, we almost had a base case battle built, and the Director 
(Van) called for a review.  When the time came, we were literally 
building the slides from the final run as the briefing started.  But as 
the questions mounted, it was clear that confidence in the result was 
waning, and as I called for the conclusions slide, my colonel 
stepped forward and pronounced the conclusion was that the results 
showed the model was not ready yet. 
 
 So ended my last briefing, and my time at CAA.  Some weeks 
before, the Director had passed my resume to the Office of the 
Secretary of Defense (OSD) Program Analysis and Evaluation 
(PA&E). 
 
 I interviewed for a job in Land Forces.  Assistant Secretary of 
Defense David Chu, a brilliant and highly articulate man, was 
looking for an analyst for Army programs and acquisitions.  During 
my interview, I asked if I, an ordnance officer with rather “non-
combat” working experience, was right for evaluating combat arms 
programs.  Looking at my experience, he said he could easily find 
officers that thought like combat arms officers, but what he wanted 
was an experienced officer who could think differently about 




(PA&E) in August 1989 and was about to meet my new boss, Dr 
William G. Lese. 
 
Don Timian: You said David Chu told you that you could think outside the box; 
a tanker couldn't.  I thought that was a pretty unique insight from 
someone who's fairly high up the food chain.   
 
Cy Staniec: I'll make another comment on David Chu.  He is one of the most 
remarkable intellects I ever had the privilege to work with and 
brief.  This was before everything became Excel and PowerPoint.  
We were working with Supercalc on local PCs at that point in time.  
David was not above taking something that you'd put together with 
pencil and paper and calling you in to talk about an issue.   
 
What I think was remarkable was he would take your data, you 
would tell him what you had learned in analyzing that data, and 
then he'd sit for 30 seconds and put the paper back down in front of 
you and say, “Well then, could I draw this observation about what 
you presented me here?”  Then you'd stare at it for a minute or two 
and say, “Yes, you can do that.  That makes perfect sense to me.”  
He had such a quick mind and was always demanding, but he was 
always wanting to directly get your input on whatever the issue 
was.   
 
Typically, we would write papers for him, and you just laid out 
your thoughts in the paper, and then wherever he found something 
that he wanted more on, he'd write back and say, “Tell me more 
about this.”  And you would expand on it, and eventually, he'd say, 
“Okay, thanks."  You never knew exactly what happened to it.  But 
every once in a while, you'd find some language in a decision paper 
someplace that had a reference to something that looked remarkably 
like what you wrote.   
 
In the early days of Distributed Interactive Simulation (DIS), Walt 
Hollis sent a paper to David telling how the Army was planning to 
exploit distributed simulation supporting test and evaluation and 
other analytic applications.  David sent a reference down to me and 
said, “Give me your thoughts on using DIS for analytic efforts.”  I 
went back through and applied a good bit of my OR training from 
NPS, generalized linear modeling, and things like that, and I said, 
“My biggest concern is dimensionality.  You're going to see people 
trying to assert statistically determined results from these things.  
But I haven't seen yet portrayed how anyone will design enough  
replications to keep these things from being confounded by 
uncertainty.”  Sure enough, that's in essence what David said back 




direction and focus on the effort to try to exploit that.  But he 
immediately laid out the caution that said,  “Analytic rigor is going 
to be your biggest challenge, and we don't want to start falling back 
on the notion of anecdotal examples, but we have to work out 
things like confounding.”  That was just one of the more direct 
examples of where you would seed David's mind with ideas, and he 
would cultivate them to come up with a crop of knowledge that he 
would use in his debates.  It was a remarkable thing to watch and an 
honor to support, as far as that goes. 
 
Bob Sheldon: Was OSD (PA&E) something you actually wanted, or did they 
twist your arm and suggest it would be good for you?   
 
Cy Staniec: The funny thing is that I did not really know the PA&E reputation 
when I went to interview.  Apparently, other names had been sent 
to Dr. Chu, but they were not accepted.  I was drawn to the idea of 
working in the Pentagon, and once I interviewed with Dr. Chu and 
Principal Deputy Mike Leonard, I was hooked.  I had once queried 
Van as to why his top officers seldom stayed at CAA for very long, 
and he replied that his best officers helped CAA more when they 
moved on and up in their careers, so the near-term cost of 
inefficiencies (due to officer changes) was overcome by longer term 
benefits.  I began to see what he meant.   
 
 At PA&E, Dr. Lese had just been selected by Dr. Chu to replace 
Jim Finsterle, an old style analyst who apparently valued 
experienced opinion over quantitative analysis.  Bill was given a 
mandate to bring analytics back into the Land Forces Division to 
influence the Army and Marines first, and then to expand to Joint 
operations.  In my in-briefing with Bill, he paired me with Al Diaz, 
a senior civilian, on land combat programs, and set me on the path 
to establish combat modeling in Land Forces.  Bill was given a 
small budget, and we established a contract through GRC (General 
Research Corporation) for a team of four from GRC and Vector 
Research.   
 
In the last half of 1989, I was working with Al Diaz to get involved 
with Army programs for ammunition, combat vehicles, and anti-
tank guided missiles, and working to get an analysis capability 
established.  However, an opportunity came up to gain my Military 
Education Level 4 (MEL4) in Norfolk, so I took a five-month 
transfer from PAE to attend the Armed Forces Staff College from 
January through May of 1990.  While it was an enjoyable time, and 
a necessary career step, I was pleased to get back to our analysis 





Now, to acquire a combat model, Bill called on his last job as 
Scientific Advisor at Central Command (CENTCOM), and I was 
sent to CENTCOM to pick up the Tactical Warfare (TACWAR) 
model and the CENTCOM database, including their ATCAL 
attrition implementation and data.  So, in the second half of 1990 
we were starting the analytic process by studying the Southwest 
Asia conflict.  Once we had our first results, we were in position to 
discuss performance and strategy issues with both the Army and the 
Joint Staff.  And, because we had results in hand, we were also in 
position to discuss the lead-up to Operations Desert Shield and 
Desert Storm.  We had enough results in hand that we were able to 
see the requirements coming in for Desert Shield / Desert Storm 
and we would have an opinion on what was enough, and at least 
comment against some of the overkill requirements that were being 
generated.   
 
For another Desert Shield activity, Dr. Craig College over in 
Resource Analysis was given the responsibility in PA&E to build a 
spreadsheet model for the cost of war (named CARM for the 
Combat Action Resource Model), because there was no cost of war 
tool at that point.  Craig tasked other people to develop cost factors 
for other costs of operations, but I was given the responsibility to 
come up with factors that estimated how much we expended or lost 
on a daily basis in combat.  It was because of that experience with 
TACWAR that we were able to come up with some rough estimates 
of how to handle that, when nobody knew how this war  was going 
to proceed when it actually took place.  So it gave  us something to 
work with in the on-going debates.   
 
 But that was only one of the many facets of the PA&E job.  With 
my Land Forces portfolio, we had insight and program oversight on 
the Abrams tank and tracked combat vehicles, Anti-Tank Guided 
Missiles, and ammunition programs in general.  This was an active 
period for Army acquisition programs, and it was also a growth 
period for Cost and Operational Effectiveness Analyses (COEA), 
partly spurred by Bill Lese for Dr. Chu.  It was also the period of 
the fall of the Soviet Union, which spurred a process to reap the 
“peace dividend,” and also to re-think the driving threat basis for 
the Department of Defense (DoD).  Finally, with the rise of 
“Operations other than War (OOTW)” driving the OPTEMPO 
(operating tempo) of the DoD, there was also much effort to re-
evaluate “how much was enough” of many defense capabilities.  
  





Cy Staniec: Yes, I guess so.  It was time for me to attend MEL-4 (Military 
Education Level 4) schooling, and I did not see how I could work in 
a tour at Leavenworth for the full Army course and continue at 
PA&E.  AFSC was shorter, closer, and more joint, so it was a good 
opportunity for me.   
 
Bob Sheldon: Did you learn anything of real value at AFSC?   
 
Cy Staniec: I guess that’s a bit of a loaded question.  Some of the cases of 
operational warfare that we had to study and report on were 
informative, and the service overviews were helpful in some force 
structuring areas I was not that familiar with.  Our internal wargame 
provided some insight into joint planning.  One of my seminar 
mates was a Presidential Social Aide to Ronald Reagan.  Needless 
to say, he had some fantastic stories to tell, but also set up an 
awesome tour for our seminar group to the White House, the 
Pentagon, and the Diplomatic Rooms of the State Department.  But, 
in truth, it added a necessary entry to my personnel records, and I 
do not remember using any of it directly in my job afterward.  I 
returned to PA&E and went back to work. 
 
 One other effort at PA&E worth mentioning was my responsibility 
to review ammunition requirements in the annual Program Review.  
I remember the transition that occurred when the Warsaw Pact fell.  
When the Warsaw Pact drove the threat, we were showing 
shortfalls in the tens of billions of dollars for munitions, but once 
the Pact melted away and we turned to the 2 Regional 
Contingencies, we were suddenly “flush” with munitions against 
the newly defined threats.  In fact, the issue transitioned to one of 
how to develop credible munitions requirements for the multiple, 
but smaller theaters and annual consumption; given that each 
Service seemed to be developing requirements based on individual 
views of the whole threat.  The result was what we saw as overly 
large total requirements. 
 
 That’s when LTC Bill Bratty from the Joint Staff approached me to 
help support a concept to draw the Combatant Commands 
(COCOMs) into the process to influence warfighting roles and 
apportion the threat accordingly.  Well, over COCOM resistance 
(claiming they were not staffed to play directly in the requirements 
process, which looked out five years or more, and had their hands 
full with current operations), we implemented the Capabilities 
Based Munitions Requirements (CBMR) process, which helped 
address the over-provisioning issues.  When Bill moved on, I 




the CBMR lasted several more years as the munitions requirements 
development process before being phased out. 
 
 When  Desert Shield/Desert Storm (DS/DS) was looming in 1990, 
our analytic modeling and the insights we picked up from  
CENTCOM put us in position to question the requirements being 
generated for the operation, and also  contributed to the Combat 
Action Resource Model (called CARM), PA&E’s effort to estimate 
the cost of the Gulf War.  Afterward, our Land Forces team 
members were the primary authors of the land combat systems 
performance assessment for the Secretary of Defense’s Report to 
Congress.  A memorable part of that effort was the visit by our 
team to the Center for Army Lessons Learned (CALL), which at the 
time was a room with pallets full of reports and papers gathered 
from the DS/DS operation.  It has certainly matured a lot since 
those early days. 
 
 We also brought analysis to the Defense Acquisition Board (DAB) 
that influenced procurements for the Abrams, the Javelin, and TOW 
(tube-launched, optically tracked, wire-guided) missile 
improvements programs.  It also brought challenges to Army 
programs for Heavy Force Modernization and Common Chassis 
programs, but helped usher in “applique,” the ruggedized laptops 
that now house “Blue Force Tracker” in Bradley Fighting Vehicles.  
I remember sitting in my office as we posed challenges to the 
Army’s flagship programs, being reminded by an Army flag officer 
to be careful of my positions on Army programs while in PA&E, 
because I would have to come back to the Army at some point.  
But, as time has proven, some of the Army’s more grandiose 
programs were unaffordable or unexecutable, and the programs 
surrounding Abrams and Bradley have proven themselves to be 
quite adequate over time. 
 
 This was also the period of growth of the Advanced Distributed 
Simulation (ADS) capability in the DoD, which was widely being 
touted as providing a broad solution to warfighting simulation, 
training, and analysis.  The Army was advocating for broad use of 
ADS in system development, but Dr. Chu used my assessment 
paper to refute some of the assertions, recognizing that uncertainties 
of the immature technology would raise as many confounding 
issues as it would solve.  Of course, these new capabilities provided 
new opportunities for me to engage with MORS, so I found myself 
involved in Land and Joint Combat, ADS, Acquisition, and OOTW, 





Jackie Henningsen and I both participated on MORS Senior 
Advisory Groups for Joint Warfare Analysis and M&S.  I served on 
the Defense Modeling and Simulation Office’s High Level 
Architecture Management Group, and chaired the Analysis 
Working Group for the MORS Workshop on Advanced Distributed 
Simulation.  Then in 1996-97, I chaired the MORS workshop on 
OOTW Analytic Methods and Tools, involving Special Operations 
Command (SOCOM), CENTCOM, Pacific Command (PACOM), 
Joint Staff, Service participants, and international non-
governmental organizations (NGOs) at MacDill Air Force Base in 
Tampa, Florida.  USMC General Anthony Zinni, then the 
CENTCOM Deputy Commander in Chief (DCINC), gave a 
memorable keynote on the need to think differently in planning and 
executing successful OOTWs. 
 
Bob Sheldon: When was it that you actually started this active involvement with 
MORS?   
 
Cy Staniec: I guess I was fortunate to go to NPS, then CAA, and on to PA&E.  
Jerry Brown encouraged me to give talks in professional fora (both 
MORS and ORSA/TIMS, Operations Research Society of America 
/ The Institute of Management Sciences); naturally, Van 
encouraged MORS participation ; and David Chu was a MORS 
Sponsor when I got to PA&E, and you could not get much more 
encouragement than to work for Bill Lese, and with Pat Sanders, Al 
Diaz, and Jackie Henningsen.  When David left at the change of 
administration, Bill Lese took over the MORS OSD Sponsor slot, 
and I became the Sponsor’s Representative.  MORS was involved 
in a lot of workshops around C4ISR (Command, Control, 
Communications, Computers, Intelligence, Surveillance, and 
Reconnaissance [ISR]), COEAs, advanced distributed simulation, 
and the growth of joint operational warfare, so we were involved in 
organization and leadership for a number of those meetings.   
 
 Later, when Dr. Lese got promoted to take over Theater 
Assessments and Planning Directorate, he took Al Diaz and me 
along to develop and run a new Simulation and Analysis Center 
(SAC), raising our horizon to Joint Warfare and to OOTW 
analytics, which was new to the DoD.  When Bill moved up, it was 
under new leadership.  Bill Lynn, who replaced Dr. Chu when 
administrations changed, supported the notion of the analytic 
center. That gave me a firm position with MORS leadership to 
couple with my volunteer positions, and fairly well cemented my 
opportunity to have an impact on MORS.  I give this period credit 
for opening my opportunity to achieve Fellow status in the years to 





However, in the early 1990s, as the DoD conducted the Defense 
Management Review to “reap the peace dividend” through cost 
savings, I did take a position that MORS should hold its budget line 
neutral for a couple years, in line with belt tightening in the DoD, 
which put me at odds with the MORS Executive Director, Dick 
Wiles, at that time.  But I think it all worked out for the best, as 
other funding challenges arose over ensuing years. 
 
 Other opportunities related to my advanced education opened 
during this time with PA&E.  For much of the 1990s, I successfully 
taught Statistics, Management Science, and even Management 
Information Systems in the Virginia Tech Northern Virginia 
Graduate Center, which helped fund our girls’ college expenses.  In 
May 1992, I was promoted to lieutenant colonel, and as time 
progressed, I received my offer to attend Army War College by 
correspondence in 1993.  That prospect, coupled with the notion 
that I would likely have to return to a new Army position, got me 
thinking about retirement into a civilian position at PA&E versus 
continuing in the Army.   
 
Bob Sheldon: Did you pick up anything useful from those Army War College 
(AWC) studies, or did you just check the square?   
 
Cy Staniec: Actually, in the time sequence, I received my letter of selection, 
which gave me a time period in which to accept the AWC offer, 
and I then posed the question to Bill Lese and his boss, Herb 
Puscheck, about staying in PA&E as a civilian.  When they 
supported the notion, I declined AWC, and we worked the timing 
so I could retire from the Army as a lieutenant colonel, and I 
transitioned to PA&E as a GS-15.  That was in August 1994, which 
gave me about 23 total years in the Army when I retired.  
 
Bob Sheldon: Was that a job transition where you just changed from a military 
uniform into civilian clothes and went back to work at the same job 
in the same office?   
 
Cy Staniec: Yes, I retired from the Army at the end of August, and walked back 
in as a civilian, but since I never wore a uniform in PA&E anyway, 
it was not obvious to anyone.  They did have a nice retirement 
ceremony for me.  But it was right back to work. 
 
One nice sidelight to the civilian position was that Bill Lese 
endorsed an opportunity for me to attend the Federal Executive 
Institute (FEI) in Charlottesville, Virginia, which was a nice 




lesson of FEI was that the need for personal leadership was as great 
or greater in the civilian hierarchy, because you would seldom have 
positional power to achieve goals by directive.  I found that notion 
important to advocating for analytic efforts in coming years. 
 
 With the SAC now operating, we were in good position to engage 
with all the Services and the Joint Staff on a basis of firsthand 
analytic knowledge.  Bill was quite skilled at engaging and 
presenting views to challenge Service traditional positions, so we 
found ourselves invited to sit in on the largest DoD studies.  One 
such study, the Deep Attack Weapons Mix Study (DAWMS) 
actually supplanted a large Armor/Anti-Armor effort that we started 
within PA&E.  It was probably a good thing, because we had 
acquired VIC (Vector in Commander), a large corps model used by 
the Army at Fort Leavenworth, in an effort to run large batches of 
simulations in a design of experiments for our study, but found out 
the hard way that VIC did not respond well to data changes without 
what Army Training and Document Command [TRADOC] 
Analysis Center (TRAC) Director Mike Bauman referred to as 
“operational smoothing” (i.e., operator adjustments to get to 
credible results).   
 
 This was an era of emerging “smart munition” capabilities, so these 
studies were focused on finding capability levels, determining 
effectiveness and supportability of strategies, and on assessing 
affordability and sufficiency of force and capability investments.  
But a study like DAWMS fully challenged the DoD.  Just building 
the “authoritative” data for the base case took over a year.  Since 
the analytic process involved an optimization supported by 
simulation, two versions of TACWAR (DoD and an Institute for 
Defense Analyses (IDA) version) were used to meet processing 
demands.  When pairings  like Hellfire missiles being used to 
destroy trucks challenged understanding, it took an analyst’s 
understanding of the dual variables (from Dr. Andy Loerch, as one 
example) to realize that trucks were inheriting value from the tank 
ammunition they were (no longer) delivering.   
 
 And when the two “identical” TACWAR models began to give 
different answers, I sat as part of a Blue Ribbon Panel to determine 
the cause, which we literally traced down to a single variable 
controlling “12 hours of C4ISR effectiveness” in a theater model.  
One model used it to manage effectiveness levels, while the other 
used it to keep results from each new version of the model looking 
as much as possible like the results from the last version so that 




senior leaders.  This was not an inspiring finding, but adjustments 
were made, and the study proceeded. 
 
 But, when DAWMS was near completion and Services started to 
see the potential fallout, the debate moved to the media, as at least 
one Service openly voiced its opinion that the DoD was about to 
make decisions based on flawed analysis, attempting to discredit 
the analytic process and models.  While the challenge to the 
analytic validity of DAWMS roiled decision processes, PA&E used 
the opportunity to tout the Joint Analytic Model Improvement 
Program (JAMIP), intended to address some of the technical issues.  
We proposed the program, which funded improvements to a 
selected set of models for Joint analysis use, including our effort to 
try to use VIC in batch mode, and opened up the Joint Warfare 
System (JWARS) joint analytic model development.  With Bill 
Lynn’s approval, Bill Lese, Jackie Henningsen, and I presented the 
case for JAMIP to Deputy Secretary of Defense (DepSecDef) John 
Deutsch on a Saturday morning, gained his approval, and moved 
out in selecting steps to improve analytic capability in OSD and the 
Joint Staff.  While I helped develop the concept and sat early at the 
table of various meetings representing JWARS and JAMIP, I 
eventually ceded these to a dedicated JWARS team, and focused on 
the SAC.   
 
 As we got rolling, the SAC had around 40 analysts and a $5 million 
annual budget.  We were conducting analysis of DoD strategic 
policy and operational warfighting issues for the Director, PA&E 
and OSD in support of the Planning, Programming, and Budgeting 
System (PPBS) and Acquisition processes.  Our study scope 
included 2-MRC (Major Regional Contingencies) studies, a role in 
the Joint Staff Weapons of Mass Destruction (WMD) collaborative 
analysis, OOTW and Small Scale Contingency analyses.  We 
pushed the edges of the envelope with advanced methods including 
experimental design for system-of-system investment and 
participated in the design and execution of seminars and wargames 
including Baseline Engagement Force, Nimble Vision, and bilateral 
OOTW seminars with the Dutch Ministry of Defense.  Ultimately, 
these efforts provided analysis to support the development of the 
Defense Planning Guidance (DPG) and executed theater force 
analyses for the Quadrennial Defense Review (QDR). 
 
 As timing would have it, though, the DoD was facing another 
downsizing, and in early 1996, Bill Lese took a retirement buy-out, 
and went to work as a Vice President for an old mentor at Logicon, 
to start a business based on providing  analysis support to the DoD.  




Director of the PA&E SAC.  Since we were really just getting our 
feet on the ground with model decisions and focus, there was a lot 
of work to do.  Our best efforts turned out to be TACWAR and 
Joint Integrated Contingency Model (JICM)-related studies, while 
focus on OOTW and Smaller Scale Contingencies was more 
formative.  And, as I mentioned before, we were still working with 
VIC in batch mode and learning about the issues that would 
eventually nullify that effort. 
 
 However, within a few months, Bill Lese had his new organization 
up and running and he offered me a job with his new group, the 
Logicon Modeling, Simulation, and Analysis Center (MSAC).  Not 
long after I turned General Schedule (GS) civilian, I had the 
opportunity to compete for several Senior Executive Service (SES) 
positions that I felt qualified for.  Since I was “short listed” a couple 
of times, but not chosen, I thought my best near-term SES 
opportunities had passed for the time being.  Shortly after we 
finalized an enduring budget line for the PA&E SAC and for the 
JWARS program, I announced my resignation and followed Bill 
into the private sector in September 1996.  My active Defense 
career ended some 25 years after I was drafted, and the 
opportunities took me to places I had never conceived of, but now  I 
was about to embark on a new career path that would also be filled 
with opportunity. 
 
Bob Sheldon: Did you consider any other contractor jobs, or did Bill Lese make 
you an offer you couldn’t refuse?   
 
Cy Staniec: No, I did not look for other jobs at that time.  I worked well with 
Bill, and we had loads of opportunity.  Since I was in DoD at a time 
when military retired pay was decremented when you worked for 
the government, it all amounted to a substantial pay increase.  I 
think my one reservation in the transition to contractor was that I 
did not look forward to having to “sell” my analytic product, but I 
eventually learned that we always have to sell our analytic product, 
and it is just a matter of when: before you do it or afterward.  
 
 The beauty of this transition was that it did not require more change 
and sacrifice for the family.  In a sort of military irony, Donna and I 
had changed locations over ten times in the first ten years of our 
military lives, but now we had been in Northern Virginia for nearly 
a decade, and our girls were only in their second school systems, 
with, as it turns out, many more years to come.  With the challenge 
of NPS family dynamics well behind us, we coped with the usual 
blessings and challenges of raising teenagers, got them off to 





 At Logicon, my focus was Technical Director and Chief Analyst for 
a new organization trying to sell analytic and information 
technology (IT)-related services to the DoD.  In sort of an amusing 
irony, daughter Deanna joined another group at Logicon upon 
leaving Virginia Tech just before I arrived, so our standing joke 
was that she got me my job, but she eventually joined Bill’s team 
and was one of our bright young analysts and team builders for the 
first few years. 
 
 The good thing was that we were known across the DoD, and Bill 
had a good reputation.  But we had a lot to learn about business 
development and had a fairly small group and budget to start with.  
I literally walked into a proposal development just before 
Thanksgiving 1996, and I learned quickly about the amount of time 
that contractors put into proposals to try to develop discriminating, 
winning, offers.   
 
 Our team went from zero revenue in 1996 to an estimated $24 
million in 2000.  Building a business was both challenging and fun, 
as we started with small contracts at Aberdeen Proving Ground, in 
the Joint Staff, in the Army, and expanded over time.  One 
memorable early project we implemented and supported was the 
Army Transformation Campaign Management Model, used to track 
the Army’s major reorganization and transformation, all built on an 
Excel platform.  The amazing part was getting some 90 Army 
officers into a conference room and eliciting a complicated set of 
relationships from all the participants which was reflected in a “heat 
map” portrayal of how the Army was doing along each line of 
operation in its transformation efforts.  At its height, it was used for 
internal SitReps most every day among senior leadership. 
 
 By the time we grew to 80 personnel, we had contracts with Marine 
Corps Combat Development Command (MCCDC), OSD (PA&E), 
Air Force Space Command, Army Operational Test and Evaluation 
Command (OPTEC), Army Staff, Joint Staff J-8, Air University, 
and the JWARS office.  Our biggest win turned out to be one of our 
key targets, the Joint Analytic Support Program (JASP), putting 
analysts into each of the COCOMs.  It was a $100 million dollar 
program and kicked our size up to 180 people on staff.  With that 
win, we had analysts supporting military operations and planning 
world-wide.  We also had a contingent in the Joint Staff J-8 doing a 
variety of things like designing wargame vignettes, including 
recasting Dynamic Commitment scenarios to support Joint Vision 
2010 implementation.  One new capability we built under JASP 




Joint analytic collaboration. Another long-standing need we worked 
on was evaluation support means for a Theater Engagement 
Planning assessment process.  As we know, assessments and related 
processes are still hot button areas within the DoD. 
 
 I think my most heartwarming “loss” occurred when George Akst 
from MCCDC called to apologize for not renewing our contract, 
explaining that the team was doing so well that they decided to 
bring the process “in house.” 
 
 In 1997, Logicon was acquired by Northrop Grumman, and we 
received a visit by two corporate vice presidents to see what our 
analysis and visualization capabilities were all about.  We made a 
good impression, and soon were featured in Northrop’s corporate 
magazine, touting our innovative capabilities for simulation 
visualization.  That helped raise our image in the company, and we 
were soon working with the systems sectors in various ways.  For 
one thing, we became a node on Northrop’s corporate simulation 
infrastructure, giving us a lot more capability in system and warfare 
simulation.  We were also approached to add analysis and 
simulation into their system proposals.  I was one of the main 
authors of the M&S approach in Northrop’s winning proposal for 
the Aerial Common Sensor program, which was one of the first 
large simulation-based acquisitions.  The main deliverable of phase 
one was to be an operational simulation model of the proposed 
system.   
 
 Interestingly, Northrop was concerned that the operational models 
of competitors may not be as sophisticated as theirs in certain radar 
phenomenology, which could actually look like a performance 
disadvantage if the other main competitors did not represent some 
true limitations in their operational model as well.  When I later had 
a chance to discuss this issue with government people at White 
Sands (who were supposed to be involved in the comparative 
evaluations), they indicated that they had not considered how to 
detect modeling inequities versus physical system performance 
differences, which suggested to me that Simulation Based 
Acquisition (SBA) was still in its infancy.  
 
 Of course, there was plenty of opportunity to engage in MORS 
activities along the way.  After I left OSD and relinquished the 
OSD Sponsor’s Representative role, I was able to join the Board, 
continued serving on the MORS Senior Advisory Groups for M&S 
and Joint Warfare Analysis, and took on other leadership activities.  
After the OOTW Workshop in early 1997, I worked with Stuart 




Analysis Technology and participated as a working group chair for 
SIMTECH (Simulation Technology) 2007 and other meetings.  
And, just to keep the days full, I continued teaching as Adjunct 
Professor of Statistics at the Virginia Tech Northern Virginia 
Graduate Center in Falls Church, Virginia.  
 
 Our successes in the MSAC gave me some visibility across our 
sector (initially retaining the name Logicon, but eventually 
becoming Northrop Grumman Information Technology (NGIT), 
broadly providing services and computer-based technology 
products as opposed to military systems).  In February 2001, when 
Logicon was looking at adding a Director for Technology 
Resources under its Chief Technology Officer, I applied and was 
offered the job.  As it turned out, the choice was great, as I now had 
a platform to influence the sector and to enter the corporate 
business realm in a period of high corporate activity.   
 
 But in September 2001, 9/11 happened, and all attention turned to 
formulating a response.  Northrop, like other large defense 
contractors, was invited to the Pentagon to pitch a Blue Ribbon 
Panel led by retired Air Force General Larry Welch (then President 
of IDA) on low-hanging fruit that could be brought to the coming 
War on Terror.  During our internal planning and coordination, I 
represented Logicon among a cross-corporate group building large-
scale ideas around aircraft systems and ship-board radars, while we 
in Logicon/Northrop Grumman were talking about an approach to a 
“common operating picture.”  I remember standing next to our 
Chief Executive Officer (CEO), Kent Kressa, during a break and 
saying that Northrop now had a wide variety of simulation 
capabilities that needed integration, to which he simply replied, 
“Are you going to take care of that?”  It turned out to be a challenge 
that I worked on for years (with mixed success).   
 
 In 2003, Northrop acquired TRW, and new sectors were added to 
the company (now a $26 billion Tier 1 Defense corporation), we 
inherited new divisions (including The Analytic Services 
Corporation [TASC]) and became Northrop Grumman Information 
Technology.   
 
Since our sector had grown so much by acquisition, our Technology 
team found that almost no one knew all that our sector did, so we 
undertook a series of technology and skill workshops to capture the 
capabilities and customers of every organization within the sector.  
From that, we published a “knowledge management” database that 
facilitated working and teaming across the sector.  When Corporate 




capabilities report, we merely had to hand over our database to 
fulfill the requirement.  
 
 But all good things must eventually come to an end, and when the 
current president of NGIT retired,  one of the TASC leaders was 
named the next president.  He  wanted his  own team in place, so I 
was given no encouragement to stay, and I began planning to 
relocate.  This led to a short period of uncertainty for me, as there 
was no obvious position at sector, so I looked back into our 
divisions.  
 
 Bill Lese welcomed me back to his organization, now called 
Simulation, Analysis, and Training Systems (SATS) in October 
2004, and I stayed until June 2005.  I worked on one large 
procurement led by our Aerial Systems Sector, which was the Air 
Operations Center (AOC) Weapon System development for the Air 
Force.  Our proposal came up short and we did not win the contract, 
ending that effort for me.  
 
 But, at nearly the same time, our new Technical Services Sector 
was planning to make a run at the contract to support Los Alamos 
National Laboratory, and the Vice President leading the capture 
needed a PhD to start building a high-science team.  He asked me to 
take that on, which I gladly did.  I called Corporate VP Karin 
Flanigan and asked if she could help me contact Kent Kressa to talk 
about bringing Cal Tech to our team.  She said she would, but also 
asked what I was doing at that time, to which I responded I was 
with SATS but was looking around for positions. She indicated that 
she had a new position open if I was interested.  I said yes, and 
Karin checked with Kressa, and then invited me out to headquarters 
in Century City the following week.   
 
Unfortunately, when I met with Kressa, he pretty much squelched 
the idea that Northrop could influence Cal Tech to join our team, 
but things went better when Karin set me up for lunch with her 
boss, Al Myers, Northrop’s VP for Strategy and Technology.  We 
stood, eating sandwiches, while drawing stick figures on his white 
board and talking about the challenges of counter insurgency 
operations to ISR.  After a pleasant hour’s discussion, I returned to 
Karin’s office and asked what would be the timing of any 
applications or interviews for her new job opening.  She replied that 
I had just had the interview, and the job was mine if I wanted it.  
That brought me to Corporate Strategy in July 2005.  (Just to close 
out the thought on the Los Alamos competition, I went on to other 




entered the race and destabilized our emerging science team, so we 
withdrew.  In the end, the UCal System team won again anyway.) 
 
 Joining the Corporate Strategy team was an easy transition.  My 
bosses were on the West Coast, but there was a corporate office in 
Rosslyn, Virginia, on the East Coast, and I was still able to hold 
onto an office in the NGIT building near Dulles Airport.  The 
transition was so seamless that I actually moved into a larger office 
for a couple of years until the NGIT property manager discovered I 
was not a member of the sector anymore, at which point I 
relinquished my office and had to move to Rosslyn). 
 
 Working for Corporate was both a great learning experience, and a 
continuing challenge.  Northrop had undergone massive 
acquisitions, and reorganization and integration was a continuous 
process in those days, and we also had a dose of corporate politics 
to deal with.  I would say my main learning experience was through 
“the Strategy Project,” which was a massive data-driven project that 
looked at Northrop as a competitor across DoD and set our 
direction and understanding of ourselves  and our competitors for 
years. 
 
Over the next few years, with defense operations going on in Iraq 
and Afghanistan, I enjoyed visibility across the company, and spent 
much of my time with cross-sector integration groups, helping them 
to focus on strategies to leverage the full capabilities of the many 
sectors to grow business.  Again, my Army experience, my EOD 
background, and my modeling, simulation and analysis background 
all contributed to working with these groups.  But, as with most 
good things, an end was in sight as Northrop felt pressure to reduce 
the size of corporate headquarters.  In 2009, our strategy group was 
reduced in size, and I was given the alternative of finding another 
job or taking a “bonus” to retire.  Since the handwriting pointing to 
further reductions was on the wall, I opted to take the retirement 
bonus. 
 
 But with the end of fulltime employment, new opportunities 
emerged.  First, Donna and I literally moved into our home in 
Solomons, Maryland, on January 1, 2010 to make the legal aspects 
of moving as easy as possible.  But second, my door was re-opened 
to the analysis community.  In fact, my first action was to go to 
National Defense University (NDU) to re-engage with the Center 
for Technology and National Security Policy (CTNSP) to 
participate  in a series of workshops they were holding.  While at 
Northrop, I had supported several programs of CTNSP as part of 




there part of the time, so I was known there.  Timing was on my 
side, as North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) was initiating 
a study of useful metrics to assess progress in Afghanistan along 
the four main lines of operation.  The US needed to provide a chair 
for the Socio-Economic Development line of operation, and with 
my analytic background, I was chosen to serve as “expert 
consultant” for NDU to lead that group.  MORS Fellow Jim 
Bexfield, then at OSD Cost Assessment and Program Evaluation 
(CAPE) [formerly PA&E], was the study chair. 
 
 This was a remarkable effort.  The study was to cover nearly a year.  
Once organized, we met twice in Europe, bringing in countries, 
organizations, and people world-wide, with strong International 
Security Assistance Force (ISAF) representation.  We addressed the 
operational lines of Security, Governance, Rule of Law, and my 
Socio-Economic Development.  The Afghan central government 
was heavily represented.  We had Provincial Restoration Team 
members relate the situation on the ground, and we reviewed 
systems dynamics models of the theater and scores of  existing 
metrics being used in the theater.  In each line of operation there 
were many impediments to success, and the ISAF briefers admitted 
early on that Security was their number one priority (and that 
Socio-Economic Development was a very distant fourth).  The 
United States Agency for International Development (USAID), on 
the other hand, was sending a shotgun blast of money into the 
country to try to have impact on lives everywhere, it seemed.  In 
our working group, we were noting that some of the metrics being 
monitored (development of schools, for example) were not nearly 
on the same impact schedule as other actions, and that many 
metrics did not align with Afghan objectives stated in their 
Provincial and District Development Plans.  In addition, economic 
development timelines identified in the Afghan National 
Development Plan seemed in no way realistic.   
 
 Then (soon-to-be President) Ashraf Ghani weighed in on his desire 
to wean Afghanistan from international influence, and the US 
declared a pull-out in two years.  Of course, for our study, any 
focus on objective-oriented metrics became meaningless, and we 
quickly revamped the study to make it a case study review.  With 
the sudden change and lack of time to revamp our approach, I was 
tempted to finish the documentation “as was,” and to “hand in our 
homework,” but, to his credit, Jim Bexfield insisted that we re-write 
and integrate to get the most meaning we could out of our effort.  
Back in Washington, we met multiple times to re-write, re-orient, 
and integrate all the insight we had garnered.  Then we finally 




awhile in 2011, pleased just to be done.  Jim’s instincts and 
dedication proved correct when our study was recognized with the 
NATO Award for Best Technical Achievement of that analytic 
year.  When CTNSP also published our team’s small personal 
thesis entitled “Elevating the Role of Socio-Economic Development 
in Afghanistan,” I was able to take a good deal more satisfaction in 
our effort. 
 
 At the end of my year as “expert consultant” to NDU, I was not 
quite ready to declare for Social Security, so I started to set myself 
up for some consulting.  Bill Lese called me from his position with 
a new small business named Technical and Project Engineering 
(TAPE).  Bill asked if I could come in to coach TAPE on strategy 
development, which I agreed to do.  But, by 2014, Donna and I 
were travelling extensively, and consulting imposed on our 
scheduling, so I finished work with TAPE and went into “full” 
retirement.  Before the pandemic, we travelled extensively and plan 
to again, and I participate in an occasional MORS activity, look into 
family genealogy, and document my father’s time in the Army in 
WWII.  
 
Bob Sheldon: What are the significant changes that you have observed in the 
military OR community over the years?   
 
Cy Staniec: To answer, I guess I will start with the larger context.  Cheating the 
calendar a little bit, I was born in 1949, the decade of the Second 
World War, and the dawn of the nuclear age.  If you study the Great 
Louisiana Maneuvers of 1941, you can see that the Army was 
transitioning out of horse cavalry and turning from “leg infantry” 
organization to mobile warfare organizations.  OR was just 
emerging as a discipline at the time, and a lot of discovery was by 
experiment and data analysis, it seems.   
 
During the Cold War, we studied operational maneuver warfare in 
Central Europe, and mutually assured destruction in the nuclear 
deterrence realm.  Standard simulations led the way at tactical, 
operational, and theater levels, and SIOP/RISOP (Single Integrated 
Operational Plan / Red Integrated Strategic Operational Plan) did 
the heavy lifting in the nuclear realm.  That in itself is one change. 
 
Then the Warsaw Pact fell, and I must say, I am not sure who it was 
that did that analysis.  But we moved on to the 2-MRCs, where our 
models still worked as designed, until OOTW and irregular and 
asymmetric warfare moved to the forefront.  Although my “hands 
on” experience here is somewhat limited, the “standard” models 




keep up with changing operational environment.  I remember an 
address at NDU given by David Petraeus where he talked about 
planning in Afghanistan by sitting with his analysts and pouring 
over data and map overlays of tribal and ethnic affiliations to try to 
figure out what to do next.  Understanding the “human terrain” and 
what would win the minds and hearts became important. And 
warfare has become global and mundane in some ways (drone 
strikes controlled from distant centers, for example.) 
 
Now we are facing constant worldwide threats in the cyber realm 
and space security is emerging as a current challenge.  I have seen a 
transition of initial growth from the “multi-disciplined reasoning” 
of WWII to the standardized modeling of the Cold War era and 
beyond.  In the irregular challenges of the 1990s and 2000s, there 
seemed to be a trend toward “model everything” to predict 
tomorrow, and the record seems to indicate that was not too fruitful.  
And now the scope, speed, and persistence of cyber challenges 
seems to suggest that we are back to experimenting (which I think 
includes wargaming) and studying today’s data to see what to do 
next. 
 
If you take that all in summary, I think it means that the OR analyst 
needs to be well versed in many methods and needs to study the 
operating environment they are faced with, and be prepared to use 
the best means available to provide decisionmakers with timely and 
helpful information.  I would say that being able to articulate the 
risks associated with their analytic methods and findings is 
important as analysts provide insight to the process of influencing 
decision making.   
 
Bob Sheldon: When I saw the wealth of articles in Phalanx (based on a search of 
your name), I noticed that you’ve been involved in a lot of MORS 
activities.  
 
Cy Staniec: As I’ve been finding here, the late 1980s through the 1990s and into 
the first half of the first decade of the 2000s were my heaviest 
MORS involvement sweet spot.   
 
Bob Sheldon: For some MORSians, MORS is a family affair.  You got your wife 
Donna involved and you got your daughter involved in MORS.  
Did you have to bribe or twist arms to get them involved in MORS?  
Donna always seemed happy to be there.  
 
Cy Staniec: Well, interestingly enough, Donna is really the social one in the 
family.  When she started going to these events, it was natural for 




involved in the sessions, so she got involved with the spouses and 
the staff and made friends with them.  And she started participating 
in the spouse events and local tours.  At NPS, I don't remember 
which year it was, but it was one of the earliest ones that we 
participated in, there was a group that went travelling around 
Monterey and out to Salinas, and they visited an agricultural 
processing plant.  Donna got a bunch of the ladies to get those hair 
nets that you had to wear inside the plant, and they all gathered up 
and wore them to the mixer that night in Herrmann Hall at NPS.  
They had a kick doing that, and she’s always enjoyed that kind of 
activity.  Even after we retired, she would always try to find a way 
to volunteer to help out at the MORS meetings, whether it was 
special meetings or the symposiums.  She's always had fun doing 
that. 
 
Now Deanna.  My older daughter Deanna went to Virginia Tech 
and got her degree in Industrial and Systems Engineering with the 
quantitative analysis focus.  She graduated about the time I left 
OSD.  As I mentioned earlier, she took a job at Logicon through a  
different vice president, but then ended up coming over to our 
group.  Dee was one of the earliest and youngest participants in our 
group.  Of course, working for Bill Lese, you don't “not participate” 
in MORS.  We immediately jumped into MORS.   
 
The Education Colloquium was growing during this period of time.  
It started as a relatively small thing, and it was gaining steam.  
More of the Services and the academies were represented in the 
process.  From my position in the civilian sector, I said to whoever 
was organizing it at the time, “It's great that we're focusing on 
education and operations research, but frankly, the civilian analysts 
aren't getting any play here, or perhaps as much as they should,  
because there are a lot of them out there.”  Rick Rosenthal was 
involved at that time, so the organizers asked , “What should we do 
about that?”  I said, “How about getting a young civilian briefer to 
come in and talk about what the civilians, the industry side, is doing 
out there as an example,” which they thought was a great idea.   I 
then turned to Deanna and said, “Okay, you’re  going to give a 
briefing at the Education Colloquium.”  [Laughing]  And she 
agreed.  She was always trying to find ways to expand her 
capabilities.  I said, “Don't worry, I'll help you.  You've done some 
good analysis.  I'll help you figure out what you ought to say.”   
 
And then we kind of forgot about it until just a couple of days 
before the colloquium that year.  I was on a business trip 
someplace, and she called me and said, “Dad, you know what day it 




days before the Education Colloquium.  This is the day you told me 
you were going to help me put together that briefing I'm supposed 
to give.”  [Laughing]  And I said, “Oops!”  We talked a little bit on 
the phone.  She put the briefing together.  She went and attended 
and did the presentation herself.  She talked about her education 
through Virginia Tech and a bit about being involved in analysis 
supporting defense analysis as a contractor and finished her 
presentation.  Rick Rosenthal, ever the great supporter for education 
out there, said something, I'll have to paraphrase, but it essentially 
came out as, “Pretty soon, people will be saying, ‘Hey, isn’t that Cy 
Staniec guy the father of this analyst, Deanna Doan?”  So, kind of 
reversing the recognition.  She hit a bit of a home run with that task, 
and I've always felt like she was a very capable analyst and could 
always stand on her own two feet.  I was very pleased that she was 
able to do that.   
 
But she had a run of MORS of her own.  She was involved in 
presentations, and whenever she went to the symposium, she was 
always among the leaders getting out there with the staff and 
organizing the dancing and things like that.  She had a good time 
doing that as long as she was involved in the analysis community.  
Then after a few years, she moved into the Intel world and not so 
much the analytics.  Her history ran a different course after that 
point.  But we had always had fun together when we were able to 
go to MORS events. 
 
Bob Sheldon: We’ve got you covered for when you were out at NPS and 
presenting papers at MORS there.  Then your next major 
involvement in MORS was when you became a MORS Sponsor’s 
representative (rep). Can you talk more about being a Sponsor’s 
rep?  
 
Cy Staniec: That was an interesting transition.  Back when I first showed up at 
PA&E in Land Forces, I was working for Bill Lese there.  Bill had 
been recruited by David Chu, and David was actually the MORS 
Sponsor at  that point, which was late 1989 through 1990 up to the 
beginning of 1993.  Herb Puschek, who was a deputy director SES 
in PA&E, was David’s Sponsor’s rep.  MORS couldn't have asked 
for more high-level representation out of OSD than you had in the 
years 1990 to the beginning of 1993.  David has always been an 
advocate and a great supporter of MORS over the years.  But then 
at the next election , Bill Lynn came to PA&E when the 
government changed over.  Bill came over from Budget, I believe 
in the beginning of 1993.  That changed things because David 
moved to IDA and Herb retired at that point.  Because of his MORS 




put me under a good strong Sponsor from 1993 to 1996, when I left 
the government.  As the Sponsor’s rep, I was very pleased to be 
sitting around that table in the old original MORS office.  In fact, I 
actually have the OSD MORS chair at home now.  I'm pointing at it 
as we speak.   
 
But I did sit around the table with some remarkable people.  The 
Joint Staff rep, Pete Byrne, had been there for a number of years.  
He would carry the message from Vince Roske as to what was 
going on.  But it was Clay Thomas who was most remarkable.  He 
was getting into his later years and having a lot of struggles with his 
voice.  The MORS Executive Council would sit around that table, 
and invariably we'd let Clay have the honor of the closing 
comments.  We would all blurt out whatever else we wanted to say 
about how things were going or what our Sponsors wanted to see, 
and then all ears would lean in, because his voice was going - it was 
raspy, and everybody wanted to hear what Clay had to say.   
 
It was a remarkable time for MORS, with that whole mid-1990s 
into 2005.  I just reviewed the chapter I wrote for the MORS 50th 
year commemorative.  You had the presence of remarkable people, 
originators of MORS still having influence in the office that you 
would talk about and still see.  Guys like Jack Walker were still 
publishing the Phalanx.  So you're surrounded by all of these 
remarkable originators and trying to hold your own in the presence 
of giants, in a sense.  I felt very fortunate to be in that position.  
Dick Wiles was the MORS Executive Director at that point, and he 
ran a pretty tight ship to keep the Society moving forward and 
working on the finance and management issues.  There were a lot of 
high-powered MORS Directors and Executive Officers who were 
still sitting around the table at that point.  I didn't feel exactly like I 
was a pretender to significance in that case, but I knew that they 
were some really remarkable people sitting around me.   
 
I always advocated for special meetings.  That was one of the 
highlights as I reviewed the chapter I wrote of the 1996 to 2005 
timeframe.  There was just an extraordinary number of topics 
coming out.  Revolution of Military Affairs and Effects-Based 
Operations.  The emergence of OOTW as a key focal point.  
Logistics, Homeland Security, all of these topics were coming 
through and special meetings was churning, churning, churning - 
putting out the kind of stuff that I like to be involved with a lot.   
 
But also in this period were the coming budget problems.  
Government shutdowns over budget discord and things along that 




interest avoidance became a topic as well.  We faced the first 
appearance of those issues with MORS during this period.  I don't 
remember exactly the year, but one of those budget shutdown years, 
I had a little tiff with Dick Wiles, because I said that while they 
were looking at trying to expand the budget and get all the military 
Sponsors to up their contributions a bit, I said, “This is probably the 
time to hold cost increases in abeyance and just stabilize the budget 
for a little while until we find out what happens here.” 
 
 On the one hand, we're moving actively and richly with a lot of 
good subjects for special meetings and having very high-level 
people sponsor and do keynotes for the meetings to try to get 
feedback.  On the other hand, we're trying to figure out what the 
next act is for finance management, and as opposed to government 
contract, member-oriented presence of MORS.  This was kind of, I 
guess I'll call it the “crucible” that was being stirred and crushed at 
that time to reconfigure ourselves for the coming decade.  
 
Bob Sheldon: One of your big efforts was leading that MORS special meeting on 
OOTW.  Can you tell us what was involved in putting that 
together? 
 
Cy Staniec: I just reviewed that, and Jackie Henningsen was involved with it, 
but my lead co-chair was actually Dean Hartley.  We pushed hard 
to organize a comprehensive meeting..  Fortunately, we had a good 
set of working group chairs.  Stuart Starr was there to lead the 
C4ISR group.   We defined a logistics focus, and the working group 
leads went off, finding great people to participate.  While we had a 
good focus for the meeting and a good distribution of what we 
ought to cover, it was the people who ran the working groups who 
went out and found the key participants.   
 
I remember that, at the meeting, an ad-hoc bunch of people went 
out to dinner someplace in Ybor City.  It was one of the first nights, 
because we were saying, “Well, we’ve got some issues about 
logistic planning factors for these OOTW events.  You’d think with 
these things going on all the time, there must be planning factors 
out there somewhere that we can use as a reference.”  To which a 
participant from the International Red Cross replied “Why don’t 
you take a look at ours?  We have them on our website.”  So, that 
was one example of how the connections everyone brought to the 
meeting helped us piece together useful information and resources.  
 
It's the notion of providing that forum, where if you can get the 
word out to the right people and draw them in, you really do build a 




thinking these thoughts in your mind, but you just don't know who 
to call on.  In that background, it requires involving a broad set of 
knowledgeable people: working with Dean, Jackie was there, 
working with Stu, and Fred Hartman was MORS President at the 
time.  Everybody had connections and everybody contributed 
something to get the right people there for that kind of meeting.   
 
We were extremely fortunate to get both Zinni who was a three-star 
at the time, and Brigadier General Brown from SOCOM.  
Zinni, the deputy at CENTCOM, came in and had great military 
perspectives, for a lieutenant general who grew up and went 
through the ranks and worked through troops all the time.  Zinni 
said, “Hey, you know that Spec 4 down in the motor pool who was 
never dress-right-dress, you couldn't get him to fit in to anything 
else that you were doing when you're talking about military 
operations in the traditional military vein?  That guy is probably the 
guy you need to have involved in your OOTW operations, because 
he thinks differently about the world, and that's where you're at with 
OOTWs.”   
 
Also Brigadier General Brown from SOCOM came in and gave 
plenary-type presentations.  I wouldn't have known them.  Other 
people had the connections to get out and get them involved, and it 
made for such a great exchange.   
 
Stu and the C4ISR guys came up with, you may have heard the 
notion of the “C to the seventh, I-cubed, SR” thing that has been 
cited occasionally.  His working group, including Wayne Hughes, 
came up with that.  That's essentially where they said, “This is not 
your standard C4ISR” - which aligned well with Zinni’s message.  
It was, “These are people thinking differently.”  It's all about 
collaboration and coordination, and they have to be part of the plan.  
Among all of us who participated, Jackie, Stu, and Fred Hartman, it 
was finding the right connections.  Dean and I just helped put it all 
together and made sure that everything was worked through.  And 
as usual, the MORS office was magnificent.   
 
The only downside at that meeting, which was a little humorous  if 
you've been down to CENTCOM lately and seen their new 
conference center; this was before that was built.  We were in a 
WWII building, and they had basically given up on maintenance on 
it to a certain extent.  I went into the men's room in a break between 
sessions, to an outbreak of termites all over.  The place was loaded 
with flying insects, and I had to fight them off while I went to go to 
the bathroom.  That was an interesting flip side of rather high level 





Bill Dunn: What was your involvement in the MORS 50th Anniversary book?  
You said that you wrote a chapter. 
 
Cy Staniec: Yes, I can read it to you, if you want.  It's only 40 pages long.  I 
actually did reread it this morning, because it is the most detailed 
research I had done about the period where I was the most active in 
MORS.  Ted Smyth got the task to honcho the construction of the 
commemorative book, and they doled out decades to work on.  I got 
the fourth decade: 1996 to 2005.  Actually, I wrote into 2006 a little 
bit.   
 
It was really a good exercise, mostly done by MORS Fellows.  In 
fact, possibly all of it done by Fellows.  My decade would have 
been the exception, because it was actually handed off to somebody 
else, but that person ended up with a significant personal issue of 
some sort.  At a late minute, Ted, called me up and said, “I need a 
writer.”  So I went hard at it, and I will tell you, the ascendancy of 
the digitized documentation and web interfaces of MORS saved the 
day.  I would not have been able to do it if MORS had not focused 
on building a digital library and a web interface, because I literally 
had to scroll through every Phalanx from 1995 to 2006, and 
actually a couple leading up to that to get all the background 
together to write the document.   
 
I mean, it's one thing to live part of it, but there was so much going 
on in MORS then and probably is now.  If you are not on the 
Board, not sitting in that room hearing everything that's going on, 
(and probably even if you are), you just don't comprehend all the 
activity, until you've read through all of those documents and seen 
all the analyses that went on, all the special meetings that were 
organized, all the effort that went into growing the little Education 
Colloquium into the big educational event that we have now, and 
that sort of thing.  While I was probably cursing Ted at the moment, 
because of the timeline stress I was under, I have to thank him 
because of the amount I learned about the years that I was most 
active in MORS, and actually wouldn't have known if I hadn’t gone 
back and re-read those Phalanx.  We chapter authors did pull it all 
together, but I don't think any of us finished with so much time that 
we could take all five decades and read through and say, “Okay, 
this reads like a single person wrote this history.”  I think we did 
pretty well.  But I didn't know what Jim Bexfield said in his first 
decade discussion until I actually got my copy of the book 






We did a presentation at the Heritage Session at the 50th 
Anniversary Symposium, which I think came out very nicely.  We 
didn't have time to cross coordinate a whole lot beforehand.  Each 
person took their decade and talked to the highlights.  Jim Bexfield 
wanted to claim the first decade of MORS as the “Golden Years of 
MORS,” but I claim it was the fourth decade.  I said that was the 
Golden Years of MORS because, if you look at the history, there's 
precedent that says we had an unusual growth of opportunity.  It 
was no longer just the war in Central Europe.  That had already 
disappeared.  What's going on in Central Europe is now actually 
Eastern Bloc discord that we're having to work through.  We're 
seeing NATO emerge with more members coming out of the 
Eastern Bloc.  We were finding 2-MRCs rising to ascendancy.  We 
were looking at a Revolution in Military Affairs and other notions 
of change.  We’ve got OOTW on the hook.  We've got 
infrastructure and affordability issues, as well as budget issues.  I 
hadn't looked at this aspect in a long time, but Bill Clinton was the 
first one who actually balanced the federal budget in years, and then 
George Bush managed to schwack it shortly afterwards and put us 
back into deficit spending, with its consequences.   
 
All those issues influenced what was in our thinking at that time 
with high levels of special meetings going on.  We had five special 
meetings in a single year, followed by another year’s worth of  
special meetings with attendance in the 100 to 150 range.  Also 
there were some pretty high-powered annual symposiums at our 
traditional locations, each of them hitting a high as they go--close to 
1,200 at the Naval Academy.  The Army, which is always one of 
the smaller meetings, pulling in 900 at West Point as its largest 
draw ever.  So just a whole lot of things were going on that say, 
“This was the Golden Age of growth of MORS.”  At the same time, 
I think the Society did some financial introspection and planning 
and was forced by DoD decisions to address new ethics and conflict 
of interest changes that helped position the MORS to work its way 
through the financial and management impacts we have 
experienced in more recent years, such as the DoD budget 
challenges and even this pandemic era.  
 
As we know, recent years faced more trials, but I think the fourth 
decade helped set MORS up for the successes recent leaders have 
reaped out of potential disasters.  I looked at the opportunity to 
write that decade as a great education for me.  Ted did buy me a 
beer when I finished.  I told him he owed me one.  I took that 
gladly, but I was very happy to be able to participate in that 
commemorative endeavor.  I'm glad that MORS has this document 




to remember.  I’m just pleased that I was able to directly participate 
in that. 
 
Bill Dunn: You had a person named Major Berner Johnson and people used to 
make jokes about calling you “after-Berner.” 
 
Cy Staniec: Oh yes, Berner Johnson. 
 
Bill Dunn: After I read that, I thought that we need a good acronym for “after-
Lese” because everywhere Bill Lese went, you were sure to follow. 
[Laughing]  It was pretty amazing. 
 
Cy Staniec: I do have to thank Bill for his commitment.  It was interesting, 
because David chose Bill while he was Scientific and Technical 
Advisor at CENTCOM.  But Bill didn’t get up to OSD to Land 
Forces until after I was selected.  Van sent me in to David.  David 
gave me the job.  I showed up, and I didn't know who my boss was 
going to be.  There was a fellow there who had really wanted the 
job and was the interim head after Jim Finsterle retired.   
 
I didn't know much about Jim Finsterle, but he had a reputation  as 
sort of the old school PA&E guy who didn't worry about current 
analysis, but relied more on prior positions.  I can't attest to that 
characterization, but that's just the notion that we had.  Those guys 
were used to writing papers based on their personal opinions and 
past experience.  Bill, David, Mike Leonard, and Bob Soule had 
agreed that PA&E needed more “A” in its effort, and Bill was the 
guy being brought in to do it.  He pitched me into that challenge.   
 
Bill, of course, wanted me to follow along all the way through his 
advances and job changes.  Frankly, he set me up well enough - and 
I'll close with this comment - but when we got to  Logicon, and 
then we were acquired by Northrop Grumman, it was the visibility 
of what Bill was doing, and I, as his assistant, that gave me some 
longer-term visibility that let me end up at the corporate levels in in 
Northrop Grumman for four or five years.  That was kind of a 
highlight of my career, I would never have predicted when I was 
drafted back in 1972.  So “after-Lese” worked as a means to set me 
on a successful career track.   
 
Bob Sheldon: Early on, you said that you inherited a love of reading from your 
dad.  What kinds of books do you like to read, both professionally-
related and for fun?   
 
Cy Staniec: Over the years, my focus has changed several times.  In college, it 




intrigue of Allen Drury.  Of course, there was a Tom Clancy period.  
Then, during my NPS education period, it was limited to OR and 
statistics texts.  When I retired, I decided to try a couple classics, 
including some books inherited from my father, with a little 
Shakespeare included.  I can even say that I completed James 
Joyce’s Ulysses, which I understand is one of the most frequently 
uncompleted reads in the world.  Because I have been documenting 
my father’s time in the Army during WWII, I have been reading 
historical texts, such as from the Army Center of Military History.  
And now, I read several magazines related to travel and history, 
including Archeology, which helps me understand where mankind 
came from and how it grew.   
 
Bob Sheldon: Do you have any parting shots?   
 
Cy Staniec: I thank you guys for taking the time to talk to me.  One reason I 
wanted to do this in the first place was I want to share it with my 
girls and let them share it with their families, so that they know a bit 
more about our history than I knew about my father's family history 
when I started looking into it.  I'm very happy to document the 
years of my life I invested in MORS, which I think was one of the 
biggest returns on investment I ever got out of anything I've done.  I 
just thank you guys for the opportunity and the willingness to help 
flesh this out. 
 
As I look back on my career, I have to be thankful for the 
opportunities that accrued to me.  I like to say that if I had not been 
drafted, I likely would be back in Syracuse making toilet paper for 
Delsie.  As I used to say when I participated in Junior-Senior 
Analyst Sessions at the MORS Symposium, I followed the “Forrest 
Gump Approach to Career Management”: I simply did the best I 
could in my current job, and when a new opportunity arose – I took 
it.  Another saying I tended to use was that “I built my career on 
failure,” because many things that I worked on did not work out as 
planned, but along the way, I pushed the edges of the envelope.  I 
learned much, and in many cases I hope I added valuable 
information to important decision processes.  Finally, my OR 
education and my MORS involvement have allowed me to 
associate with a large number of remarkable people through an 
array of activities that broadened my horizons and allowed me to be 
a close observer of history in the making.  For that I am grateful.  
Now I enjoy my retirement and take enjoyment in Donna, our 
children, their spouses, and our five grandchildren. 
